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Cover:
#83 - 52” x 50”
An example of his mature 1960s style
shortly before his death at age 48.
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Sidney Gross
1921 - 1969

‘Gross had a vision, a novel approach to what he perceived,
and was fully able to integrate the bold and the subtle.’
– Carl David, Butler Art Institute - 1988

Leonard Davenport
Revised 2019
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Of the mature, seasoned and genuine painters … one who strikes me
consistently as being of major size and substance is Sidney Gross. There is
a concentration here of what I must call – paying proper respect to the
words – a notable beauty; they are works of heroic force. Gross’ colors are
magnificent … They activate sensation and emotion; they stimulate thought
and beyond that, connection and feeling … Gross’ paintings are dramas and
sagas of experience and of feeling, descriptions at the moment of the very
process of their being.
These are extravagant words because they are meant to be. Gross is a
superb artist. His soul and mind and heart are in these works.’
Bernard Schiff Art Critic for NY Post, later Editor Smithsonian Magazine
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1956 - Marion
Anderson
Photographs
Rare Book &
Manuscript Library •
University of
Pennsylvania
The Private collection

Like most young artists during
the Depression, Sidney Gross’
early style was influenced by the
social realism encouraged by the
WPA esthetic of prominent art
schools like Cooper Union and the
Arts Students League. He also
drew on the surrealist movement
that was just beginning in the year
he was born. By the time he was
twenty, his style might best be
called urban surrealism, while
producing critically admired portraits, something he apparently
continued to do during his lifetime.
Late in the 1940s and early into
the 1950s, he experimented with
various forms of abstract expressionism, including, what one critic
called, amorphorism. These soft,
diffuse, often numbered abstractions bore the title ‘Dusky’ or
‘Amorphic’. He continued to produce realistic portraits and semiabstract portraits of the landscape of New York City. By the
mid 1950s, he was producing large and dynamic works of
Abstract Expressionism and finding a cliental at a time when
other Ab Ex artists were forced to band together to exhibit.
Around 1960, his UFO and Probe Series began to include
controlled abstractions against hard edge geometric fields of
colors. At his premature death, he was setting expressionistic forms in a wide bands of colors, separated by a white
field.
Throughout his relatively short career, he received critical
acclaim and financial success. It is our hope and intent to
reclaim the reputation of an artist who was allowed to sink
into obscurity for reasons that had nothing to do with his art.
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The Early Years

Beachcombers • 1937 Evander
Childs High School Collection
This and ‘Refugees’ on
the next page are
currently on permanent
loan to the Smithsonian,
as is another 1937
drawing of Men and
Trees all done for the
literary & art magazine

Sidney Gross was born in New York
City February 9, 1921, the third child to
Polish immigrants Morris (1890-1972)
and Esther Alpern Gross (1890-1974). He
had two sisters, three-year old Marion,
‘Mae’ or ‘Mazie' (1918-97) and seven
year old Sylvia (1914-1995). The 1930
census lists the family living in Passaic,
New Jersey with Harry and Dora Nusenberg. Shortly afterwards, the family
moved to 1565 Grand Concourse in the
Bronx where they were still living together
at the time of the 1940 census.
Sidney began painting seriously at
age 11 while attending PS 30 in the
Bronx, though he may be the Sidney
Gross awarded “5 points” for his illustrations submitted to the Junior Eagle in Brooklyn in 1929 when
he was eight and then again the next year. His first recorded
sale, a sketch of Huey Long (1893-1935), was to the Patterson Morning Call when he was 13, probably in response to
Long’s planned challenge to FDR because Long felt FDR
had abandoned his progressive base.
Sidney entered Evander Childs High School in the
Bronx, where his Hyman uncle Alpern was principal. His talent was recognized early, because he was named Art Editor
for the school’s national prize-winning literary and art magazine, The Bridge, an unheard of position for a freshman. He
continued as Art Editor for four years. The school provided
an unusually rich artistic climate. Well-known muralist
James Newell (1900-1985) was working on his landmark
WPA commission ‘Evolution of Western Civilization,’ a stillsurviving series of frescoes in the school’s library. He didn’t
complete the mural until 1938. Sidney Gross must have
been one of the students Newell said, “stopped to ask questions and inform each other about the art process and the
meaning of each section. They recognized events, criticized
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Refugees - 1938
Evander Childs High
School Collection

the knot in the cowboy’s scarf and the
proportion of the mechanic’s
hand.” (quoted by Victoria Grieve in The
Federal Art Project and the Creation of
Middlebrow Culture).
Sidney’s drawings in The Bridge show
some influence of James Newell. Three
illustrations, ‘Beachcombers’ (page 6) and
‘Refugees’ (opposite) are on permanent
loan to the Smithsonian. ‘Conversation’,
a small edition undated woodblock print,
probably dates from his last days at
Evander Childs.
Gross’ early works reflect the bleak
times, combining images of the lingering
Depression and the clouds of impending
war. Fellow student and later author-activist Grace Paley (1922-2004), who was
a year younger than Sidney, described
the scholastic and cultural climate of the
school:
“That terrible war made my friends and me sign the
Oxford pledge never to go to war … then it was 1937
and Ernest Hemingway, among other young Americans and Europeans, went to Spain … Germany and
Russia experimented on the body of Spain with all
sorts of new equipment they might need in a more serious war … In my high school, Evander Childs, we
held many rallies and demonstrations. We wept for
Spain and wrote poems.”
New York Times - 1/25/98
Many of those poems she refers to undoubtedly ended
up in The Bridge. As a young Jew, Gross, whose parents
had immigrated from Poland, must have been painfully
aware of the effects of the rise of Hitler across the sea. The
Wikipedia entry states, “Martin Gilbert writes that no event in
the history of German Jews between 1933 and 1945 was so
widely reported as it was happening, and the accounts from
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1940s - 24x16 oil - Portrait of
his father
Now in a Private collection
All of the quotations from
Gross’ letters, journals and
lecture notes are from the
archives at Art Students
League, a gift of Elaine
Gross. Some were
subsequently photographed
for the Smithsonian Archives
and are available through
interlibrary loan.

the foreign journalists working in Germany
sent shock waves around the world. The
New York Times: ‘No foreign propagandist
bent upon blackening Germany before the
world could outdo the tale of burnings and
beatings, of blackguardly assaults on defenseless and innocent people, which disgraced that country yesterday.’”
Meanwhile, under the tutelage of his
High School art teacher and adviser to The
Bridge, Frances Taylor (1889 -?), Sidney’s
work won recognition in a 1939 citywide art
contest and garnered his first mention in
the New York Times that year. ‘People”
was included in MOMA’s Young People’s
Rotating Exhibition #30 which featured
work from 14 New York City high schools.
Years later, his mother asked to meet Miss
Taylor, while his father “wondered about
this woman who helps my son to complete
monstrosities.” (12/15/1950) Sidney’s portrait of his father, also some years later, shows his father in
deep shadow.
Sidney and other Seniors graduated early in January
1937 instead finishing the academic year. His yearbook caption read “Grossly underestimated - business career,” no
mention of his art ambitions or his editorship of the literary
magazine. Among his fellow graduates was Aaron Chawatt,
better known as Red Buttons.

Art Students League
Gross began his studies at the Art Students League on a
scholarship in 1939. We can conjecture that he spent the
time between High School and the League, working in anticipation of his “business career” and preparing his submission. Gross was able to attend the Art Students League on
scholarships through 1942. In 1940, he was one of six national winners in a competition sponsored by the League,
and in the following years received the Daniel Schnackenberg scholarship.
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1940-41 - Gouache
Possibly from Prometheus
Project
The examples of this
style that we have seen
are undated, but fit the
description of both his
work at Art Students
League that lead to his
work at his first two
exhibitions 1945-46.

The year he began his studies at the League, Franco
won the Spanish Civil War; Hitler signed a pact with Italy;
Stalin attacked Finland; Japan invaded China; Germany annexed the last of the Czech territories and attacked Poland.
Closer to home, Jewish refugees on the German transatlantic liner, the St. Louis, were denied entry to the United
States with fateful results. World War II began in Europe. It
was also, however, Hollywood’s Golden Year and the year of
the New York World’s Fair. There, the Jewish Palestine
Pavilion introduced the concept of a modern Jewish state
and Maurice Ascalon's (1913-2003) monumental relief sculpture glorified ‘The Scholar, the Laborer, and the Toiler of the
Soil.’
Sidney’s paintings continued to reflect the mood of the
times. At Art Sudents League, he studied under Jon Corbino
(1905-1964), Arnold Blanch (1896-1968), Morris Kantor
(1896-1974), and George Picken (1898-1971). His early
work, already leaning that way, reflected the strong social
realism of Corbino and Blanch, but his own sense of the surreal, the strong abstract compositions of George Picken, and
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Young Sidney Gross
Art Students League
Archives

the soon-to-come postwar explosion of
abstract-expressionism drove his stylistic
development, if not the content, of his
work.
Other teachers at the school whose art
he would have become familiar with include Will Barnet (1911-2009), George
Grosz (1893-1959), Jean Charlot
(1898-1979), Ernest Fiene (1894-1965),
Yasuo Kuniyoshi (193-1953), Raphael
Soyer (1899-1987), Harry Sternberg
(1904-2001), and William Zorach
(1897-1966). It is clear, even in these
student years, that Sidney was beginning
to move in less traditional and social realism aesthetics.
Shortly after he arrived at the League,
he wrote his High School art teacher Miss
Taylor about waiting for “this depressing
interval to evaporate.” (5/3/1939) . In explaining why, he
gave insight into his working habits that stayed with him
even when he moved to Abstract Expressionism. “With six
five minute poses … I had just finished nothing and hence
learned nothing. Now with a 2 1/2 hour pose I’m able to concentrate upon a complete drawing with plenty of time for
precise execution.” Short poses are usually used to loosen
up students.To that point he hadn’t “met the mysterious Mr.
[Arnold] Blanch,” and he found his fellow students “unfriendly
and taciturn.” Unlike a college where the student body is
more homogeneous and the curriculum specific and progressive, the League had a greater diversity of ages and
level, including professional artists. Gross was young and
probably came across as arrogant.
In a somewhat unclear reference, he apologizes to Miss
Taylor for “his abrupt departure and lack of goodbyes” and
says he “promptly told them to go straight to –– and sardonically smiling said to myself. ‘Little do they realize the genius
that lurks among them.” In fairness to his adolescent arro-
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1940-41 - Bio-Mechanical 17x33 Gouache
HIs extensive project at Art Student’s league in what he called Blakean were instrumental in
gaining him a solo show. The example below shows how his vision developed.
1946-7 24x36 oil Urban Landscape
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Sidney Gross
corresponded with his
High School Art Teacher
Frances Taylor
throughout his life. She
studied at the Art
Students League and
was a life member where
she championed his
work “a coming figure in
the art world.” She urged
Sidney to become a
League member and
suggested he might have
“a possibility for
instructorship.”

gance, he closes, “As I read what I have so perfunctorily
written, I am definitely and consciously repelled by that egotistic ‘I’.”
Gross had begun working on a series he titled
Prometheus and quoted extensively from Milton’s Samson
Agonistes. In a letter of 6/1/1939, he explains that he has
developed “a waterwash technique … having all the precision and clarity of my oils. They smack of Blake in medium
and execution.” (next page) “My plan is to have 40 of them”
so that he can win a scholarship for the fall semester. “To
comply convincingly upon such short notice, I have changed
for the present, my medium. Up to now my way of working
has always called for a number of smaller drawings eventually leading up to a painting. The execution would then take
from a month up.”
He comments, “I have at least part of the solution as to
why Milton changed from his imaginatively poetic style to a
material and contemporary one.”
These remarkable and surrealist paintings seem to evoke
Pieter Breughel the Younger with their dark visions, the mechanical landscape, and the images of tortured naked humans that suggest the herding of Jews into the concentration
camps. They reflect what critic Gary Comenas in Abstract
Expressionism had headlined: “1939 - The Surrealistic Invasion Begins.” The young Gross seemed to have adopted
their nightmarish imagery as his own. Looking ahead at his
passage into Abstract Expressionism, that surrealism was a
precursor of that movement in “its emphasis on spontaneous, automatic or subconscious creation.” (New World
Encyclopedia, “Abstract Expressionism.”)
While still a student at the League, Gross exhibited at the
National Academy, the New York Watercolor Club and the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art, venues indicating his
growing talent and mastery. Working on a mural in 1940, he
wrote that he felt “the same way I did when I received my
first fire engine.” His hopes for an Abby prize and for one
from the Art Institute of Chicago did not materialize, but he
was proud that “Corbino chose [his] painting … as the most
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interesting character study of the term, hanging it in the student concourse.”

The Art World 1939-41

1940s - oils
Small Still Lifes

1939 was a tumultuous year. The Federal Art Program
was reorganized under WPA, and its many artistic programs
were winding down. In the meantime, the New York art
scene was undergoing a revolution, of which he was surely
aware. In May 1930, the Museum of Non-Objective Art
opened, financed by and drawn from the collection of Simon
Guggenheim, which included Arp, Kandinsky, Chagall, Moholy-Nagy, and the more traditional Vlaminck. Picasso’s
Guernica was exhibited at the Valentine Dudensing Gallery.
De Kooning was moved to paint a tribute to it. Adolph Gottlieb painted a series of Surrealist sea still-lifes, inspired by
de Chirico’s metaphysical paintings.
The group which called itself The Ten, which had a
somewhat nebulous membership that changed over the
years, held their final exhibition which included Ben-Zion
(1897-1978), Ilya Bolotowsky (1907-81), David Burliuk
(1882-1967), Earl Kerkam (1891-`1965), Ralph Rosenborg
(1913-92), Marcus Rothkowitz [Mark Rothko], Louis Shanker
(1903-81), Joseph Solman (1909-2008). Karl Knaths
(1891-1971) and Jean Liberte (1896-1965).
The year 1940 continued the move away from the traditional. Perhaps most notable about these two years was the
turmoil and outrage from the American and international
artists over the advance of the Nazis. Paris fell, and, perhaps
as a result, the number of art galleries in Manhattan more
than tripled.
Richard Ericson (1922-2010) who entered the Art Students League in 1941, runner up to the scholarship award
Sidney had won the previous year, seems to have drawn on
Sidney’s Blakean nudes in his post war work, before he
turned to more traditional and easily salable land and townscapes. Other fellow students who went on to successful careers included, William Blackburn (1920-2002), Seong Moy
(1921-2013), Michael Ponce de Leon (1922-2006), and
Charles White (1918-1979).
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Sketches for murals
1941
ex Elaine Gross Estate

The well known Jewish Czech artist Terry Haas (1923-),
winner of the Art Students League scholarship in 1941,
moved to full blown abstraction earlier than Sidney, and her
dramatic thrusting forms find echoes in Sidney’s work. As a
survivor of the Nazi invasion of Czechoslovakia and then
France, she became active in preserving the history of the
Holocaust, something that moved Sidney in the immediate
post war years. Like Sidney, she was to become influenced
by the theories of Albert Einstein.
In his personal life, Sidney wrote of his adolescent turmoil
between his “libido”, “states of indulgences” and a desire for
“asceticism … not the fanatic variety, the outgrowth of religious fervor tempered by logic and a sense of humor.” His
intense interest in Freudian psychoanalysis continued unabated for years. His paintings and writings demonstrated
his intense sense of social justice. He mused about science
and metaphysics and the insignificance of Man. In frustration or in reaction to world events, he ended one letter
(1/27/1940) to Miss Taylor with this statement: “To hell with
being considerate, with being practical and economical …
the only way anything accomplishes anything is by being
egotistic, ruthless and damn selfish.” It would appear, however, that he lived his life in denial of that creed. He adds
that sold one paid portrait commission receiving “enough
money to pay next month’s tuition and if the few pending
commissions prove definite I’ll be able to pull through until
the summer.” His new project was entitled “Chaos.”
In his letter of 8/30/1940, he admits to money woes again
and thanks his mentor for her check. “I’ve been living by myself in my Aunt’s house (she’s in the mountains) on a budget
and the paints, brushes, plus a new easel were urgently
needed.” Of his own work, he writes, “I’ve done a lot of experimenting with chiaroscuro, a high keyed palette and an
accent on drama.” Personally, he’s convinced he has “a despicable character” and hopes “the work in some way,
makes up of this damn indolence of mine.”
In this last letter (7/29/1941) before he enlisted in the
Army, he reveals that his tendency to blow up led to him
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walking out of a part time job. He says
he’s “abandoned … temporarily” his
planned series of 15 semi-abstract
paintings of Jazz musicians. “There will
be many more, so that the final choice
will not be confined … it will involve lots
of money to frame them properly.”
He talks about the Klee memorial exhibit which affected him deeply, “It will
take many years to become as brave
and sensitive as he was … patterned,
luminous and lyrical shape with the
simple progression of lines that reveal
so completely the sincerity and imagination of an extremely complex
person.” That somehow leads him into
a discussion of asceticism quoting from
Thomas Mann and Aldous Huxley in
Count and Counterpoint, again giving
an insight into the intense search for
meaning that drove his work.

Army Experience

1946 Oil 39x24
Post WWII Still Life - 39x24
The torn pages from PIC
feature on his prominence as
an artist and “25 year old
veteran.” Given his early,
medical discharge that phrase
may have been the reason for
the ripped pages..

Sidney Gross registered for the draft
in 1941 and enlisted on November 6,
1942, listing two years of college and
employment as a clerk and was assigned to a non-combatant role suitable
to his artistic ability, map-making.
It began a trying period for him, judging by his later artistic reaction to the war and some of his surviving letters to his
art teacher. Two dated works from 1941, his surrealistic lithographs, ‘Lamentations’ and ‘Technological Directions’ in the
Block Museum of Northwestern University, show contorted
human forms trapped in mechanistic torture.
In November 1942, he wrote of a consciousness-altering
experience at training camp that clearly grew out of a depression that included suicide as a possibility. The result, he
said was that “three weeks ago I was approaching in a most
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Kay & Sidney Gross • courtesy
Laura Kaufman

lethargic manner the absurdity of suicide.
Today, in true strong fashion, I’m happier
than I’ve ever been in my entire life.” It
was not clear what that experience was,
but it may have had to do with his enlistment. Later he would write of an
epiphany on Christmas Day 1942 that he
was “playing someone else’s game, one
that has nothing to do with the exaltation
or salvation of the individual.” when he
would have soared “skyward, earthward,
soulward planes - to highways unknown!”
(see page 86)
His résumé in the Smithsonian, prepared by Elaine, incorrectly lists his discharge from the army as 1945. In fact,
Gross was honorably discharged in 1943
due to a “medical condition.” After basic training, he served
for less than a year in the Maps and Charts division preparing training material. Since there was no indication of
physical disability, his alternating mental states of depression
and elation, which seem to have followed him much of his
life, may have been a factor. Neuropsychiatric medical discharges were not that unusual in WWII (69,394 cases for the
duration of the war).
Sidney took a job selling art supplies for E.H. & A.C.
Friedrichs Co., a major manufacturer of art canvas and
boards, with stores on East 28th, East 43rd, and West 57th
streets, as well as in Newark. The upside of the job was that
it probably kept him supplied with materials to pursue his career through some tough years. Miss Taylor also helped him
out with several loans and by buying a number of his paintings.

Pencil Sketch by Kay
Gross

When the war ended, the country rejoiced in the victory
over Hitler, and the American art world was vibrant. Those
feelings and vibrancy find expression in his work. Although
many artists worked together, exchanged ideas, lived and
drank together, Sidney seems notably absent from any of
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1946 Oil
Size & location unknown
Gross estate slide collection
Sketch for another from
that series, titled The
Birth of Lightening
shows his method of
cartoon preliminary
sketches. The finished oil
was featured in his1946
debut in the Contemporary
Arts Exhibit.

their many memoirs, despite the clear artistic success and
even notoriety he was to enjoy. In any case, he did a number
of paintings that related to the war, including ‘Victory Song’.
Sidney was to become an admired teacher, involved with
his students on a personal level, voted the most popular
teacher after only his second year in Baltimore (1968), but
there is scant mention of involvement with any of his peers,
strange given his own stylistic development. More than one
person shared an oft-repeated comment from the artist that
he consciously avoided the “art scene.”
Right after the war, a national witch-hunt began for communists and communist sympathizers. Ironically. given the
still fresh memories of the Nazis. Jews and artists were
again unevenly targeted. Sidney was of Jewish heritage and
a successful artist, though he did not seem to have gone beyond his artistic concern with the horrors of war to react to
the McCarthy era.
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1940s - “Model Taking a Break”
photo & oil painting
Collection of Laura Kaufman

Marriage to Kay

One of their favorite haunts, probably the
Jumble Shop in a painting
attributed to his wife Kay
included in the estate of Elaine Richmond.

On March 18, 1944, shortly after his discharge, Sidney married Katherine ‘Kay’
Kranther (1910-64). She was 11 years his
senior, an artist and sculptor who had
moderate success, including a Solo Show
at the Ruth White Gallery
A wonderful group of undated, somewhat clumsy captioned ink drawings by
Kay Gross paint a happy picture of their
early marriage. He is clearly quite young,
slim, with a full head of hair. She gives insights into how he worked, that he ground
his own paints, that he often painted in a
chair and worked through the night. She
herself was frequently a subject of his
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1945-6 25x36 oil Phantasm
or Coney Island Fantasy
The imagery is dynamic
and disturbing, the
crowded Coney Island
promenade the roller
coaster rears like a
snake, eyes on a
Victory monument
towering over a warravaged Europe and in
between a turbulent
sea.

paintings, often in “his chair”, smoking or reading.
Gross apparently had a commission to illustrate a children’s book that she refers to in several titles, in one case
“drawing a wheelbarrow” possibly for World’s Greatest Children’s Songs, collected by Dan Fox (1946). What comes
through these drawings is the picture of a wife very supportive of her husband’s determination to make a living in a demanding and often disappointing occupation. That is borne
out in a much later letter from a patron written to “Dear Sidney and Kay” that invites them both to visit.
Many of these drawings have descriptive, often humorous titles. In sheer number, the most common subject is Sidney at work, sometimes in his favorite easy chair, sketching
or working on a large canvass on an easel, sometimes “Sidney working in the studio sitting on the painting chair,” a
wooden kitchen chair. She writes: “Mr. Gross gets engrossed
… Sidney & the muse at work … Sidney building his dreams
again, … grinding paint … working on Children’s Songs.”
A few hints of frustration creep in when she titles one
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1946 - Oil Portrait - Dr. Julius
Lempert
Private Collection

Paintings in Lempert
Institute Museum
Square Circle $850
Roof tops $750
The Barge $500
Manhattan &
Island Fantasy $450 ea
Technological Landscape
$650
Geraniums $500
Forms at Dusk $400
Headless Horseman
$500
The Attendant $600
Ballet Slippers $400
Pandemonium Abstract
$400

diptych “Marvin’s Speed Graphic
intrudes on a Sunday breakfast” and
another of his working entitled
“Saturday Nite Fling!” Another drawing
is titled “Sidney reading to delay a Sat
Nite bath.” More than the domestic
touches, appreciation for his work
comes through in so many drawings.
“We’re both getting tired, but don’t give
up” … “Looking at a night’s work” …
“Now let’s see what I’ve painted.”
Their apartment on the top floor of
55 West 95th Street (Apt. #65) looked
out on the roof (now a shared roof-top
terrace) from “our kitchen & privy.”
From the roof, they had a view of the
city skyline beyond. Their building was
described in a 2009 web real estate ad
as one of three “impressive pre-war
buildings that maintain a strong presence on charming treelined streets one block from Central Park. The neighboring
low-lying townhouses provide virtually all of the individual
apartments with abundant natural light and vibrant views allowing residents to take in all of the appealing characteristics
that are unique to the Upper West Side.” No wonder that
Sidney kept the apartment even as he became financially
successful, though rent control may have become its major
appeal at some point.
Their living room, “our most lived in room with a couch
cover I actually managed to sew up myself,” was also their
bedroom, the couch actually a double bed. Through an
archway was his studio, probably originally intended as the
bedroom. A radio and a double gourd bottle that figure in
several of his early paintings are clearly depicted in her
drawings. Kay drew a lot of details of the rooms and his adjacent studio: “Sidney’s Easy Chair waiting for him” or when
occupied by Sidney “stop[ing] for a Bailey tune” and pensively smoking: “time out for coffin nailing.”
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1946 - Oil - Skating Rink
From Contemporary Art
Gallery Catalogue (1/8-16/45)
“Since [1943] Mr. Gross has
devoted al his time to painting
and this has taught him that
there is no life, animate or
inanimate, that is inconsequential. It is the perception
which the artist brings to it,
which make live the ideas he
seeks to express.
1.
GIRL’S HEAD
2.
DANCING FORMS
3.
SELF PORTRAIT
4. HEADLESS HORSEMAN
5.
THE ROCK
6.
BLUE SHIRT
7.
BIRTH OF LIGHTNING
8.
ABANDONED
9.
OLD SHOE
10.
HEAD”

They both smoked. One of Sidney’s portraits shows his wife, hair up in curlers curled
in that chair enjoying a cigarette. One drawing
depicts them “all jumbled up” in the Jumble
Shop (below), the storied Tea House and taproom in the West Village, and a former
speakeasy. Simone de Beauvoir described it
in America Day by Day as looking “almost
European with its red tiled floor and its quiet
little tables arrayed along the walls. You can
eat and drink there all night.” She drew them
in a fancy railroad dining car, and in interactions with friends: “arguing with Alfred Davidson,” an art historian, “about Greco’s eyesight,” and a number of drawings of Marion
and his wife Kay, who both served as models,
judging by the resemblance to one of his
paintings (or possibly Kay’s) entitled “Model
Taking a Break.”
Eventually, Gross rented additional studio
space in Chelsea, but never gave up the
apartment, keeping it and an larger studio in Chelsea when
he began teaching in Baltimore. His third wife Elaine called
the New York City apartment home until she died in 2009, 40
years after Sidney’s death.

Auspicious Beginnings
In 1945, the officers and trustees of Contemporary Art
Gallery critiqued their new artist, “The intelligence and imagination seen in Mr. Gross’ work give promise that he is worthy to be added to [our] roster of artists.” (NYT 1/5/45) He
attracted notice from a number of critics and publications,
remarkable for a young artist in the new capital of the Art
World.
Gross received excellent reviews in the New York World
Telegram and Art News, whose critic wrote: His paintings
“are annealed by a nervous and electric quality that is most
interesting … highly sensitive and competent … The
landscape ‘Abandoned’ is remarkable for its haunting
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1946 oil 34x40 Victory Song
formerly in the Lempert
Museum.

suggestion.” Howard DeVree (NYT 7/8/45) wrote: “Sidney
Gross … with ‘The Park’ explore[s] expressionist statement
in a quite personal and convincing manner.” His prices
ranged from $75-350 (equivalent to $950-$4500 in 2012).
The following month, critic Margaret Breuning headlined
her story: “Gross Rings Bell” and in it wrote that he “has in
the popular phrase ‘got something’.” She seemed pleased
that he showed “not a trace of influences” from his teachers
at the Art Students League, “but appears decidedly on his
own in his imaginative designs and tactful use of luscious
pigment.”
The New York Times art critic Howard Devree wrote of
that first show: “Sidney Gross gives evidence of estimable
qualities, including imagination and a real sense of paint
‘feel.’ Still in his early twenties, Gross is busily assimilating a
mixture of rather diverse styles.” Devree assessed his portraits as “honest and well individualized. There are good
movement and rhythm in his forms.” His conclusion was that
Sidney Gross “has his own vision, however, and, already, no
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mean equipment for future development.” (1/14/45)
His surrealist imagery, often
executed in watercolor, incorporated
almost organic urban decay anticipating
descriptions of science fiction writer
Philip K. Dirk and cinematic landscapes
of Ridley Scott.

Undated abstract figure
Gross slide collection

“He is not to be
pigeonholed as an
expressionist, surrealist,
or practitioner of
abstraction, nor yet as a
romantic realist,
although there is a blend
of all these in his recent
canvasses.”
Howard Dufree (NYT 6/2/46)
used these adjectives in his
review: “mordant, chaotic,
satirical, cockeyed, tender,
nostalgic, calligraphic,
decorative, big, strong,
bizarre, savage, and

upthrusting.”

The Art Digest critic and Devree cited
Gross’ emotive and expressive
‘Derelict’ and ‘Ecce Homo’, which in a
later review, Devree noted, “is a bitter
comment on the chaotic antagonisms of
today.” (NYT 6/2/46) His painting ‘Rock’
was illustrated in the magazine section.
Emily Genauer included Gross in “The
Critic’s Pick” in the Telegram’s “This
Week in Art.” John D. Morse in Magazine of Art included him in his list of the
“Top Ten Critics’ Selections” that included the distinguished company of Henry
Moore, Jacob Lawrence, and Robert Motherwell and left out
other now well known Ab Ex painters. Morse also selected
one of his paintings for the prestigious Armory Show.
NYT critics Edward Alden Jewell and Howard DeVree
both praised Gross’ ‘Victory 1945’, which was purchased by
the Whitney Museum and widely reproduced. ‘Victory Song’
was purchased by the brilliant and controversial Julius Lempert (1891-1968), the first, perhaps, of some 20 paintings
acquired by his foundation that hung in his private museum
housed in the Lempert Institute of Endaural Surgery, near
Lenox Hill Hospital. A partial list (page 20) of prices paid are
the equivalent of $4500-$10,500 in 2015.
“Dr.” Lempert, who had no formal training as a surgeon,
and in fact, never served a residency, won international fame
and honorary MD degrees for some of his inventions and innovations in aural surgery. Sidney Gross painted his portrait
(above) on the occasion of his Award of Merit from the Otological Society.
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Gross’ “Industrial Variations #1” went on
exhibit at Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Institute
from October 13 - December 11 as part of
Painting in the United States and later
sold by the Rehn Gallery.

1946 - New Themes - Styles

Sidney Gross in front of
one of his series of semiabstract paintings of
construction sites in
Rehn Gallery Exhibit.
Art Students League

6 x 8-9 ink sketches

Moving past the war as a theme, his
‘Forms at Dusk’ was singled out from a
One Man Show in 1946 at Contemporary
Arts (NYT 2/24/46). Devree wrote, Sidney
Gross “puts forth new claims to consideration as an artist with something to say
and with steadily increasing facility in
saying it. He is not too pigeonholed as a
practitioner of expressionist, surrealist or a practitioner of
abstraction, nor yet as a romantic realist, although there is a
blend of all of those in his recent canvases. ”Of The ‘El to
Erewhon,’ he said Gross “has something of the mordent
quality that [author Samuel] Butler would have acclaimed.”
An element of Luddite distrust of machines is present in
many of his early works. Devree lauded ‘Technological
Landscape’ and ‘Manhattan Landscape.’ They were “satirical
impressions of a cock-eyed world.” He described ‘Interior’ as
“tender and nostalgic.”
The range of Gross in that exhibit was revealed in the review’s next observation, “’The Dance,’ a smaller picture
combines color with calligraphic statements and is strident,
bizarre and strident.” The very abstracted ‘Skating Rink’ and
“Train Wreck’ from the same exhibit found homes. DeVree
went on to say, “Gross makes use of color with instinctive,
but incidentally decorative effect. If you study many of his
works in his varied styles, one thing is clear, he likes big
strong upthrusting design.” (NYT 6/2/46) Clearly, while most
of his early work showed the influence of the concurrent
trends in the art world, all of it revealed his distinctive signature vision.
Magazine of Art devoted a full page to the exhibit, illustrating ‘Rooftops’ and ‘Victory’ and John Morse wrote:
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“What first took my eye at last
year’s exhibition was the paint
itself. It didn’t look as it had
come out of a tube. It had subtlety and a richness of texture
that suggested 16th century
Venice instead of 20th century
America. And color … approached El Greco.

1940s Oil 30x25
The crystal decanter
can be seen in the
corner of the painting of
his model resting p’18.

“Later I learned that similarity
was no accident … What is also
clear is that Sidney Gross at 25
knows pretty well what he wants
to say and has found the right
way of saying it. … To have achieved even the beginning of such a union of form and content so easily and
so early holds definite promise for the future.”
Magazine of Art (5/1946)
The same month, the Tribune’s critic
Emily Genauer headlined her story “Gross
is Arresting,” also citing ‘El to Erewhon.’
He received excellent press in publications
as far away as Chicago, Illinois and Toledo, Ohio.
Gross’ most laudatory early review was
probably the three-page color spread in
Pic Magazine which was headlined: “A
Guy, a Brush, and a Future / Sidney
Gross, 25 Year-Old Veteran, Hailed by US
Art Critics as a Painter of Assurance,” exclamation points unnecessary. Gross was
“a recently discovered diamond,” a seer
who “before the war … painted what the
ravages of war could do to humanity. He
foretold the possibility of an atomic force in
an early triptych.”
This assessment combined with Gross’s
musings about the nature of a reality in
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1949 Oil - 1950 Hallmark
Prize
Elaine Gross collection
Several paintings
suggest or clearly
depict Christian themes.
The more literal ones
appear to have been
painted with the Prize in
mind. Later, more
abstract paintings
suggest the crucifixion.

which everything solid consisted of empty
space in which atoms where made up
unimaginatively smaller particles, suggests he kept up with science news. Four
of his works were reproduced in the article. In one of paintings (page 15), Gross
painted crumpled pages of the PIC article
in a tableau of an easel and a discarded
uniform.
Art Digest gave a more mixed review
of the show, noting that his paintings now
sold from $100- $400 (a little short of
$5000 in 2015). Frequency of mention is
a good measure of fame. The next
month, the same magazine quoted the
young artist who said of his ‘Rooftops,’
which was to receive much press over
the years, “I tried to detach the idea from
reality, physically as well as aesthetically. It is from this period, that we date his meticulous muted semi-abstracts of
construction. It became a world unto itself resting in infinite
space.” The same sentence appears in one of the artist’s
small sketchbooks. Most important, Critic Ralph Pearson
said he succeeded.
Jewish Artists by John Castagno indicates that Gross became a member of Artist Equity and the Woodstock Art Association around this time and had a solo exhibition at the
Minneapolis Institute of the Arts in 1946.

Exhibition at the Whitney
The 1946 Whitney Exhibit included works by Gross that
leaned “decidedly more towards the left,” according to the
New York Times. Their permanent collection eventually
boasted two Gross paintings: Victory (1945) and Oasis
(1956). He exhibited along with artists with substantial or
soon to be substantial reputations like Mark Rothko, whom
he knew through their Provincetown connection.
While in Provincetown in 1947, he painted a striking
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1949 Oil 34x23

Fauvist self portrait (opposite)
which was later exhibited in the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts lent
by Alma LeBrecht, who taught
painting at the Museum, as well as
in Boston School system, and
knew many of the notable artists of
the period, likely including Sidney.
Reviews listed him with Morris
Graves, Gwathney, Gropper,
Evergood, Hirsch and Philip
Gustin, Pollack and others as
artists commenting on the Depression, the war years and the post
war years, and into the Cold War.
His exhibitions were hugely
successful. New York dealer
Gertrude Stein said years later,
“You know most of his shows sold
out.” Gross sold five paintings from
this period to Hollywood screenwriter and eventually Emmy award
winning TV director/producer Al
Schwartz (1910-88). The striking
‘Coney Island Phantasy’ (page
19), probably painted in 1945, contrasts a very snake-like roller coaster and happy crowds on
the board walk with the war-torn bunkers of Europe, across a
turbulent sea. The others, in the same vein, include ‘The Release,’ and ‘The Rock.’ At least two, ‘The Spectre’ (an early
amorpohic and ‘Hudson River Dock’) are probably from the
late 1940s or early 1950s. His painting ‘Of Boats and Men”
was included in the Whitney 1948 annual exhibition of American Art. Other notable AbEx painters in that exhibit included
Hans Hoffman, Adoph Gottleib, and Willem de Kooning.
Many other well known artists were not included.
Gross soon moved beyond a decidedly grim vision of
man’s place in the universe. Again his work was included in
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Catalog cover from a Solo Show of her
sculpture - courtesy of Laura Kaufman

Late 1940s Oil - Portraits
His wife Kay
Above: detail of 40x30
painting
Below: 30x 24 oil
His ‘favorite chair’ is
featured in several of his
portraits and in Kay’s
sketches of Sidney

the annual Whitney exhibition, and, perhaps as a measure of
his success, sometime before 1948, he rented studio space
at 126 E 24th St. across the street from City University’s
School of Business (now Baruch College). He sold ‘Boats &
Men’ to Cornelius Vander Starr, founder of AIG, for $750
($8000 in 2015). One of his aunts and her husband visited
the studio and selected ‘Highway #2’ for their new apartment. Gross charged them half price ($250), suggesting that
in today’s dollars it would have been priced around $4500.
The story passed down in the family was that they were
miffed at the price because they thought it was to have been
a gift.
That year, he earned two notable Times critiques. Critic
(and managing editor of Arts News) Aline Louchheim (Saarinen) spoke of the “promising Sidney Gross … discovering a
new, romantic beauty in the city.” She contrasted him and
a few others with the “hundreds” who sought to indict the ug-
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Mural Montage
1940s Oil 48x60
The Golum, the Torah &
the Destruction of the
Temple in Jerusalem

liness of the city … who deliberately propagandized the
squalor of the city and the humdrum effects of its life.” (NYT
1/25/48) Critic Howard DeVree cited his work in an article
entitled “Courbet the Vital.”
His 1949 show of Semi-Abstract Fantasies earned reviews from both Art News and Art Digest. Both illustrated his
painting ‘Square Circle.’ ‘The Boat’ was illustrated in the
book Contemporary American Painting and Sculpture, published by the University of Illinois. The New Yorker magazine
reviewed his “City Side Streets and Docks.”

Murals & Montages
Stylistically connected to his work of the 1940s and early
1950s, Sidney Gross’ montage sketch of the New York water
front and undated large montages featuring many images
including the F-86 Sabre jets (1949-56), were probably
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Roof tops
1949 Oil 34x23
Gross did a number of
paintings that involved
rooftops inspired by
the view out his
window.

produced during the Korean War. If
so, they are innovative in their
inclusion of so many contemporary
images, usually associated with the
Pop Artists a decade later. The
basketball players appear to be in
the uniform of NYU. In 1936, the
captain of the NYU team was
named Sidney Gross, and during
his years and again in the 1950s,
the team had enormous national
success, and their home court was
a short walk from Gross’ Chelsea
studio.
Gross’ undated papers reference
several mural proposals probably in
hopes of public commissions. More
conventional are scaled sketches of
Jazz musicians he completed while
at Art Students League.
His large painting of the Golum
and the “Destruction of the
Temple” (the penciled title on a photograph) draws on his Jewish culture with echoes of the Holocaust
and probably dates to the mid 1940s
and an undated draft of a “Description & Continuity of a Proposed Mural” which revealed his narrative imagination and
hints at his scholarship. The proposal is clearly site specific
and large in scale. There’s no record of his receiving the
commission. He proposed “a heroic theme – a personal
evaluation of Jewish History from Abraham to Palestine condensed to fit the allotted space,” in fact it may date from his
time at Art Students League.
A handwritten draft of that proposal echoes the language
of James Newell’s proposal for the purpose and composition
of his WPA mural at Evander Childs High School. Gross
writes:
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1950-52 oil or ink small
Calligraphics
The Butler recently
acquired a large
collection of these.

“The mural begins with Abraham rising out of the
emptiness of idol worship, idols based on the Syrian
male Sphinx, Egyptian goddess Sekhmut and the Hittite god Teshub. We move into Egypt with Rameses II,
the Pharaoh of the Exodus. The Moses section with
the tablets of law, move[s] directly into Solomon, the
era of Israel’s greatest p
“The most desperate hour I’ve combined with the
actual fall of the temple, the equally crushing blows
dealt it by its external enemies and its own corrupt
kings and aristocracy. The synagogue symbol is from
a 14th century Spanish Hebrew manuscript. Grand
Inquisitor Thomas de Torquenada burned over 2000
heretics and imprisoned and ruined 100,000 others,
most of them Marranos, the group moving toward the
burning. The symbol of the Ghetto follows, barred and
bolted by heavy chains. The Cabala section depicts a
condensation of symbols: Amulets against the Evil
Eye, 17th century paper amulet, the ten Divine Attributes (Spheres), a signature of Solomon Maleho with
pennant of Messianic redemption and a sequence of
cryptic word symbols.
“The French Revolution extoll[ed] reason above
dogma, the rights of man, freedom of conscience.
That liberated the Jew from their Ghetto prison.
“The second side begins with an intimation of the
Great Synagogues which began to flourish everywhere. At the height of Jewish Intellectual accomplishment, the two great figures of our time, Einstein &
Freud. The rest we know too well. At this apex of Civilization, the Nazi horror arrives. I have used a symbol
of the furnaces again the benediction symbol and now
the prelude to Palestine, the shekel of liberation
Theodor Herzl. The soldiers are a symbol of the Haganah along with the Hasidic recruits, a defense army.
“We now move to the tillers of the soil, the development of a farming community. In both sides of the
industrial section, I have placed symbolic
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‘immigrants’. In front of the ever growing
development, I have placed Weizman and
Ben Gurion.
“The Talmud says about the Torah, ‘It is
not the Torah of the Priests, not the Torah
of the Levites, nor the Torah of the Israelites, but the Torah of Man. Its gates
are open to receive the righteous nation
which keeps the truth and those who are
good and upright in their hearts.”

1950 - ‘Near-Abstract’

1949 Solo Show
From My Window
The Station
The Pit
Industrial Variations #8
Coal Bins
The Square Circle
Tug Boat (next page)
Detour
Industrial Variations #1
Barge
On the River
Marble Players (above)
Park
Processional
Cement Mixer
Street

The artist’s 1950 Rehn exhibit focused on
New York City, in part the result of a Tiffany
Scholarship. Stuart Preston wrote, “In his
new near-abstract work at the Rehn galleries,
Sidney Gross comes close to creating prefabricated paints. Precisely defined, perfectly
abstract pieces of bright, mottled color fit together, like parts in a jig-saw puzzle, into designs that represent with conviction landscape and still life. The resulting
patterns are vigorous, flat and unemotional. Their abundance of straight and right angles at the joinings of color
sections gives them a rigidity that is not displeasing.” (NYT
11/19/50)”
Art Digest featured an illustration of one of several of
his paintings from the same exhibit entitled ‘On the River.’ A
cartoon for “Working” (page 73) dates from 1950.
Ray Bethers (1883-1958) “How Paintings are Made”
wrote the artist in June for permission to use “The Station”
in his forth-coming book How Paintings Happen, specifically
which El station was his inspiration. Whether Gross responded is not known, but his painting was not included in
the final version. Ralph M. Pearson’s son wrote several
times seeking details, photos, and permission for the use of
‘Rooftops’ and ‘Window ’48’ in his forthcoming book Modern
Renaissance in American Art: Presenting the Work and Philosophy of 54 Distinguished Artist (1954).
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Tug boat - 1949

The year ended with his painting
of Joseph leading Mary and the infant Christ out of Bethlehem being
one of the winners of the prestigious
Hallmark Award, and it toured the
country literally from coast to coast.
Several much more complex
sketches suggest that Gross intended to incorporate the scene in a
montage that moves from the scene
above to Christ bearing his cross to
Calvary. One sketch is titled in his
handwriting: “The light gleameth & the
darkness comprehended” (John 5:1). A number of his more
abstract paintings seem to suggest crucifixions (page 35).
Frances Taylor purchased a painting from him in December, even though he “would’ve preferred you taking it” as a
gift. He gave her a “small self portrait” he’d “never sell.
Frances Taylor wrote him back (12/28/1950) that a painting
she had bought from him was “very satisfying … so I feel
richer with it” and commenting that “the portrait is different
from your present work, and maybe from your present self.”
He had written that “it has a certain nervous intensity”, different from his other portraits which were “academic”. He
added, “It had references to the reality, but very muted and
subordinated to the abstract structure of the work.”
Frances praised Sidney’s work to Henry Schnakenberg
(1892-1970), the past president of the Art Students League
with whom she had once taken a class (in 1942). She wrote
Sidney that “he was going to Rehn’s within a short time and
would see your paintings.”
He wrote back that he was maturing as an artist, “I am no
longer fooled by any kind of bravura or superficial brilliance.
This business of stirring up the emotions, is first [deros?]
without a trace of Sathanas [Satan] It takes a certain maturity to appreciate restraint and austerity in a work of art … I’m
going much slower, and if there should be anything I have to
say, I’ll dig it out.”
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ca.1950 Oil 48x96
Montage Mural
Anticipating the work of
James Rosenquist,
Gross did a series of
murals mixing
contemporary images
like this: Saber Jet (work
horse of the Korean
war), Lineman, NYU
basketball, cello, nudes,
monkey, white dove,
and much more.

The reference to Sathanas is to a 1945 Science Fiction
short story and subsequent novel by Richard Shaver
(1907-75), I Remember Lemurial’. (http://sacred-texts.com/
ufo/irl/) “The Shaver mythos had a huge tacit influence on
1950s and successive UFO belief systems.” It was built on
the then theories of the lost continents of Atlantis and Mu. It
seems clear that Shaver’s imagery had a significant and lasting influence on Sidney, and is yet another indication of his
wide reading habit (see page 76 for a longer discussion).
In 1951, his painting ‘Altar’ was included in the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s American Painting Today, an important cataloged exhibit. DeVree cited it in his review. (NYT
12/17/50) His career future seemed assured. This is an interesting inclusion because the omission of many of today’s
big names in Ab Ex were the subject of many letters objecting to the omission of much of the work of Abstract Expressionists.
To this point in his career, Gross painted a wide range of
subjects and in several styles. The common denominator
was his subtle and complex use of layered paint. His subjects included portraits of individuals and Jazz musicians,
mural plans usually incorporating a montage of images, bold
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1950s Oil 16x12 1959 Oil 40x30 Abstract #6266
This ‘Dusky” and the
Abstract suggest of
Christian imagery. A
12x14 gouache of the
later oil was included in
his memorial exhibition
and dated 1959.

calligraphic designs, delicate mosaic-like semi-abstractions
of urban scenes, darker visions of Man in a mechanistic
landscape, and his first true abstractions, which he called
“Dusky” later to be labeled by critics as Amorphism.
His painting entitled ‘The Boat’ was included in the 2nd
annual Exhibition of American Painting, #45 in the Metropolitan Museum of Arts’ catalog. In the accompanying biographical note, his dual scholarships and his inclusion in
three museum permanent collections were noted. ‘Attendant’
was illustrated in Art News in its January 1948 edition.
An untitled Cityscape (16x20 - 1949) in the collection of
the Jewish Museum helps date other paintings in that style
which included ‘Train Wreck’ and the undated examples.
Their website notes:
“This painting represents the artist on the cusp, driven
by the same tendencies toward abstraction that
gripped other American painters in the late 1940s. Untitled (Cityscape) demonstrates Gross’s virtuosity in
both manners of painting; it contains recognizable
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ca 1950 Sketch
Possibly for a large
painting or mural
Not known if it was
completed
estate of Elaine Richmond

forms of New York City’s dynamic urban environment,
almost overwhelmed by Gross’s obvious interest in
striking colors and pure shape.”
Gross was clearly working on several styles in the first
years after the war. What is remarkable is that all of them,
short-lived though they might have been, were critically acclaimed and artistically powerful. Other bold ink sketches of
construction and the waterfront from a portfolio preserved by
his third wife likely date from this year.

1951 - “Luminous color”
Gross included several “semiabstract scenes in luminous
areas of mottled color” in his 1951 solo exhibition at Rehn
Gallery. Stuart Preston wrote, “Gross takes urban drab industrial scenes, street corners, buildings and mechanical
paraphernalia and instead of literally reporting them, he uses
them as points of departure for his pieces of embroidery in
paint, made up of glowing colors that coat his willful
shapes.”(NYT 4/1/49)
Later the same year he was awarded a Tiffany Fellowship
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ca 1952 40x30 Oil
City abstract

by a jury of his peers: Leon Kroll (1884-1974), Robert
Brackman (1898-1980), Martin Lewis (1881-1962), Adolph
Weinman (1890-1959), Gleb Derujinsky (1888-1975),
Charles W. Locke (1899-1983, and Lynd Ward (1905-85).
From notes in his hand, it appears the grant led to his exhibit
in 1951, ‘On the River’ as well as many sketches.

‘Urban Abstractions’
Through the Hassam Fund, the American Academy of the
Arts & Letters added one of Gross’ 1951 urban abstractions
to its permanent collection, the first of two such purchases.
His work continued to appear in invitational exhibitions in a
number of venues, including the National Academy of Design. His 1952 painting ‘Reflections’ is in the permanent collection of the Butler Institute. The artist described his technique as “a complex structure of transparent glazes” over a
“white lead ground.”
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Chrysler Building
1946 Oil 36x24
Susan Richman collection

His 1951 show at Rehn, “On the River”
was illustrated and drew applause from
fellow artist-critic Belle Krasne (1924-).
Most of the paintings were 30” x 40”,
though a few were smaller. He had been
doing sketches in preparation for this exhibit, which show his strong and sure
hand. They were semi-abstract with titles
like Industrial Variation #3, ‘Skyscraper,’
‘Excavation,’ ‘Side Street,’ ‘Yellow Ladder,’ ‘Harbor’, and three works all titled
‘On the River.’ Included was a striking
painting of the iconographic Chrysler
building that to this day remains in the
family. He also included one still life,
’Flower Motif.’
This show produced memorable colorful abstractions of tugboats, docks and
workers. A group of his sketches for
these paintings are finished works of art
on their own. The forms of his dramatic,
almost calligraphic, abstract compositions from this period underlie his paintings.
He began teaching two classes at Parsons School of Design in February 1952 and was invited back the following
year. A group of calligraphic sketches are dated 1952 (page
31). The Butler Museum’s collection of 200+ similar sketches
and wood and linoleum block prints probably date from the
same period, as do a group of small, un-stretched oils.

1953 - Corcoran exhibit

Pencil Cartoon
He did several paintings
of this iconic building

His work, even as it metamorphosed into new approaches, continued to rate plaudits. In his 3/14/1953 review, Preston wrote, ”All is calm, all is dusky in Sidney Gross’ discreet, mysterious and beautifully painted abstracts … as little
susceptible of exact interpretations as cloud forms or the
face of the moon … the pictures are gratifying to the eye …
a slowly moving kaleidoscope of autumnal moods.” The “In
Brief” comment described them as “of unusual refinement.”
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His luminous colors, labeled by other critics as “emotional”, “feverish”,
“banked like fires” are always described as tempered, “subject to the
discipline of design.”

ca 1952 Oil 48x31
Dusky or Amorphic

Art Dealer Frank Rehn, whose
gallery, founded in 1858, was best
known for promoting artists like Edward Hopper (1882-1977), Charles
Burchfield (1893-1967) and Reginald Marsh (1898-1954), had early
taken the young artist under his
wing. Miss Taylor wrote in a undated
note, probably from the late 1940s,
that “ Mr. Rehn told me what faith he
had in Sidney’s work and that
whether it sold or not he would keep
right on exhibiting it. I don’t suppose
that elderly man is at the gallery
now, but his kind should live
forever.” Rehn Gallery provided
Gross with a regular venue for solo
shows even as the artist moved into
abstract expressionism. Frank Rehn
suffered a stroke in 1953 and died
John Clancy, the gallery director, who over time changed
the focus to works on paper and multiples, continued to
promote Sidney Gross, until his death and in two retrospectives after his death. Eventually, the gallery would close in
the 1970s. Undoubtedly, the change in focus and stewardship contributed to the decline of the artist’s long term recognition, however valuable it was to his personal financial success during his lifetime.
The editors of Contemporary American Painting & Sculpture (1953) listed Gross in a brief biography, noting that his
work “was already in the permanent collections of the Whitney, Princeton University and the University of Georgia.” The
same year the Corcoran showed ‘Moves in Blue’ in its invita-
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1950s Oil 48x60

tional exhibition.

‘Reaction to our Uneasy Age’
Gross’ style continued to metamorphose. His contribution
to the Audubon Annual Art exhibit in 1954 was “an arresting
semiabstract reaction to our uneasy age and its problems,”
according to Devree (NYT 1/24/54). The artist’s statement in
the Rehn catalog read: “New levels of suggestions here
come as a result of the closer connection between science
and metaphysics. A vast, mysterious, ordered universe
opens before us … I’ve tried to synthesize cerebral and
emotional elements constant.”
The same year, the Whitney Museum purchased his
painting ‘Woven Orbit,’ and he won the Hassam, Speicher,
Betts and Symons Purchase Award from the American
Academy of Arts & Letters for a still life. Carlyle Burrows in
the Tribune noted “his uneasy reaction to our age “ in his
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1952-3 Oil 30x40
Dusky
“On top of a dark
underpainting, he lays
bright color in semiopaque strokes. Thus
the dark shows
through, giving a
somber effect. Gross’
style is individual and
his management of
color capable.”
- Stuart Preston NYT
4/1/49

pieces in the Audobon Artists Exhibit.
Outlining the crowded 1956 season, the NY Times reporter (1/29/56) included Sidney Gross among seven “Well
Known Americans and Cezanne.” His work was included in
the American Federation of Arts “Trends in American Painting 1954-1956,” along with 60 other artists from Josef Albers
(1888-1976) and Milton Avery (1885-1965) to Jean Xceron
(1890-1967). The major first generation names in Ab Ex
paintings, Jackson Pollock, (1912-58), Franz Kline
(1910-62), Willem de Kooning (1904-97) leading artists in
the New York School were also included in the review. Pollack, whose work Gross admired, died in August and MOMA
held a major retrospective of his work in December.
In addition to hosting Gross’ solo shows, Rehn Gallery
often included his work in thematic shows as noted in the
NYT (4/17/56) Two of his paintings in his 1956 solo show
warranted further critical comment: ‘Constellations Nebulous’
reviewed by James R. Mellow (1926-97) in ARTS Magazine
(Feb-56) and his non-objective ‘Dark Rich Pacification’ re-
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viewed by F.P. in ARTnews Magazine
(Feb-56).
His work in the 1957 Audubon Show
led the Grand Central Art Galleries to offer to represent him and follow up on the
offer a month later. Gross apparently did
not accept the offer, possibly in deference
to Rehn. Several of his paintings went on
exhibit at The Jewish Braille Institute of
America in November of 1957.

1958 ‘Marked Advance’
His style had matured showing “a
marked advance,” an amalgamation of
two distinct trends in contemporary art,
the juxtaposition of energetic abstract expressionist designs set against geometric
fields of color. Dore Ashton of the New
York Times wrote, “They are large controlled abstractions in which dense grayblack and earthen tones provide the matrix for burning red, black, blue.” (5/3/58)
Arts Magazine featured his ‘Vertex.’ Later
critics would label this innovation as his
most significant contribution.
That year, he participated in the Annual
Exhibition of the Federation of Modern
Painters and Sculptors. He also won the
Grand Prize at Art USA and $500 for his
painting “Promontory,” rating illustrations
in several publications including a mention in Time Magazine. Only seven paintings were honored out of over 1500
shown and the many more submitted.
His solo exhibit at Rehn Gallery that
year included a number of paintings lent
by important private and museum collections. The New Yorker gave a favorable
review (3/29/58).
In October, he exhibited with the Spiral

1950s Oil 36x36

ca 1955 Oil 30x22
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Group of Sixteen Contemporary Artists
at the Riverside Museum, a group that
dated back to the 1940s (not to be
confused with the Spiral Group founded by Romare Bearden). He also began to teach classes at the Art Students League and was invited to serve
on the jury for the Audubon Artist Exhibit.
Brandeis University acquired “Flight”
mentioned in1957 through the generosity of the philosopher Harry Alpern
who already owned several of his
works. Assuming the price was discounted as was customary for sales to
museums, it had been priced for the
equivalent of $18,000 in 2015. Harry
Alpern also arranged for the purchase
of “Ritual” to go to the White Art Museum of Cornell University.

1955 Oil Abstract 24x18

The Grosses summered
in a summer country
house belonging to
Bernard in trade for
paintings at some point
in the 1950s.
Likely by Kay Gross.

‘Like Stormy Waves’

1959 brought a rash of solid reviews
including ones from the NY Times, the
Tribune, The Arts, Arts Magazine, and
Art News. Stuart Preston (NYT
3/21/59) said of his “turbulent, richly
colored abstractions … Massed, broken color rolls, crashes and explodes
like stormy waves against the rocks.
Visually these complexly handled
ideas make an impressive appearance.”
Another critic wrote, “His paints
have a structural pulse whose regularity attests to an unchanged development.” Arts Magazine illustrated his
‘Prometheus Bound.’
His painting ‘Platform 180’ was included in an exhibit at
the Hotchkiss School in Lakeville, CT, along with the works
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1959 Oil 50 x 48
Abstract #355

of Burchfield, Corbin, Hopper, Marsh, Henry Varnum Poor,
and others, all represented by Rehn Gallery. Sidney appears
to have been the only Abstract Expressionist artist in a
gallery which made famous a stable of artists known for social realism, industrial art, and visionary art. His work was
again included in the Corcoran Biennial.
Gross’ work clearly parallels the work of the second generation of Ab Ex painters. Lance Espland, in the New Repub-
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1960 oil 66x84
“The varied, well-handled
paint surface provides
the nuances his earlier
work lacked, moving from
velvety textures to rough,
palette-knife strokes in
effective transitions.”

- Dore Ashton NYT 3/5/58

lic (8/11/11) says of Gross’ slightly later contemporary Joan
Mitchell (1925-92), “The New York School artists — breaking
rules, breaking ground, and breaking ties with Europe –
opened Mitchell’s eyes and gave her the language, the confidence, and the freedom to develop her voice; but it was the
Europeans who taught her just how rich and poetic painting
could be.” These words could be said of Sidney Gross as
well. Artists in the New York School drew on surrealist traditions, a sensibility that permeated Gross’ work in the 1940s.
On a down note, he applied for and failed to win a Ford
Foundation grant.

1960s - Maturity
Of his 1960 painting in the Butler Art Institute (page 83)
available as a print from the museum), was given to the
museum years later by the Art Students League, curator
Carl David wrote:
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“Combining abstract elements with
his unique spatial perspective, the
artist allowed his forms to float against
a solid background, while presenting
to the viewer a central formal element
o f h a r m o n i o u s l y p l a c e d c o l o r,
simultaneously separated from and
integrated
“Composition #10 is an extraordinary embodiment of this technique … The vertical drip marks provide the illusion of upward movement,
cross-cut by a small but emphatic
window of blue sky with a wisp of
white cloud, which contrasts to the
lush greens of the central form. This is
supported by the intrusion of black
diagonals, which form yet another
composition within the subject.”
1959-60s Oil 94x66 Abstract
He had achieved both financial and
Gross Estate Slides
critical success, and he had yet to turn
40. His work was in a number of museums, he was on juries for submissions to various exhibits as
a “well known artist” including the New Haven Arts Festival,
as noted in the Bridgeport Post.
Gross’ paintings from this year marked a change in his
style and dramatically divergent reactions. The New York
Times critic complained that his new work was “bereft of any
poetic or natural suggestions,” while the critic in Arts Magazine said, “The size and Baroque sweep of them make
standing near them as physically exciting and unnerving as a
carnival ride.” The 1960 abstract (opposite) illustrates the
change that was to lead quickly to works juxtaposing dynamic action painting with large fields of color.
Although not many records of this period survive, his
prices reflected his success, ranging from $2000 to $5000
(up to $40,000 in 2015 dollars) for his larger canvasses.
Since he was also a teacher at Art Students League, it is
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1950s oil 74x65

worth noting that in 1960 a New York
City teacher with a masters degree
earned $2640 a year, about what Sidney got for one fairly small painting.
Notable sales included three paintings
to Standard Financial Corp, Catalyst #3
to the Master Institute of United Arts, a
painting to Columbia University again
donated by the Alpern Foundation, and
two smaller ones for the private
collection of the museum’s director. He
also accepted a teaching positions for
1962 and 1963 with Columbia
University.
There was a marked decline of interest in Ab Ex work concurrent with
the rise in popularity of Pop and Minimalism that began in the late 1950s.
The last New York Annual was 1957.
Many of today’s biggest names were
affected. His contemporary Joan
Mitchell, moved permanently to France
in 1959 and “lived in relative isolation,”
according to Charlotte Rubinstein,
American Women Artists.
Gross could not have been immune,
and a decline in sales may have triggered his acceptance of a full time
teaching position at Art Students League in 1961 (he had
taught workshops in the summer for several years including
1959). In 1963, he accepted an offer at the University of
Maryland along with summer programs at the League and at
Columbia University, all at the same time, a busy schedule.

New Studio & Honors
Early in 1961, The American Federation of Arts invited
him to submit a painting to a traveling exhibit, ‘Young Painter
- U.S.A.’ The year-long exhibit began in November 1961, its
itinerary took the paintings to the College of Wooster (OH),
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1961 Oil 65x83
Abstract #410

Art Alliance of Altoona (PA), University of Mississippi, Jacksonville Arts Club (FL), Tulane University (LA), Bates College
(ME), Carleton College (MN), and ended at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Around the same time, Gross applied for a lease on a
larger loft to work in, an indication of his success. A letter
from the landlord questioning his ability to pay is in the
archives of the Art Students League! He was a guest on
WCBS-AM’s Call In New York hosted by Carol Reed. He had
a resonant bass voice, with no trace of a Bronx accent. In a
non-judgmental tone he answered a range of call-in questions from teen-agers to obviously amateur artists. His voice
took on a little more spark when asked about vibratory color
boundaries, something he lectured about. Notably, to several
parents with “talented” children, he urged that they be left
free to develop before beginning to teach them or urge them
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ca 1962-3 Oil size
unknown

to more realistic work. He also recommended Kimon Nicolaiges’ (1891-1938) Natural Way to Draw to all levels of
artists. He studied it in his own days at Art Students League
where Nicolaiges developed the teaching technique.
He was also in correspondence with his early patron Al
Schwartz who invited him to Hollywood to see “how your
paintings look on our walls.” That surviving letter suggests a
long-term relationship between the two couples.
One of his paintings was included in and illustrated in the
catalog for the 27th Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary
American Painting at the Corcoran. The caption to his 1962
“Archimage”painting on display at the Art Students League
reads,
“In the 1940s, Gross used jewel tones and stylized
forms to portray the docks and industrial scenes of
New York City. By the early 1960s, he had forged a
unique visual language that combined hard-edge and
gestural abstraction, still in bold colors.”’
Several from his series of ” Archimages” went to museums
“Purple” given to the Baltimore Museum was illustrated in the
Baltimore Sun, Yellow #1 went to the University of Illinois,
“On Red” went to Morgan College State College where in
2017 it was the cover for the ‘Abstract Expressionism and
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1960s Oil 96x66

the Cold War.’ The catalog entry on his
Achimage on Yellow #2 in the College of
William & Mary describes this stage of his
work:
“An archimage is a head magician
or wizard. This is a study in color and
texture ... His colors are striking, and
their compositions forceful. Combining
abstract elements with his unique
spatial perspective, the artist allowed
his forms to float against a solid background while presenting to the viewer
a central formal element of harmoniously placed color, simultaneously
separated from and integrated into it.
He used the intrusion of black Gross
was quite expert in his design, formatting his composition so that it would
flow without dissonance. Every element appears inherently intertwined
with another.”
His 1963 one-man exhibit in Provincetown rated significant publicity. Two of his 1959 paintings are
included in the permanent collection of the Provincetown Art
Museum, an untitled abstract and ‘Engram #4’. Science Fiction and Dianetics founder author Ron Hubbard defines the
term: “Engram - a definite and permanent trace left by a
stimuluson, the protoplasm of a tissue,” basically a physical
change in the brain as a result of a powerful memory-inducing event.
His annual exhibit at Rehn Gallery was of “paintings that
had gone into public collections before being exhibited in
New York” including, the Corcoran, Baltimore Museum of Art,
Washington Gallery of Modern Art, Columbia, University of
Illinois, and Morgan State College. In a nod back to his days
at Evander Childs and its progressive climate, one of his
paintings sold at a benefit for the Veterans of the Abraham
Lincoln Brigade which famously stood up against the fascists
in Spain.
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1960s oil 17x20

It is also possible that around this time his wife was ailing. In any case, his production of new work seems diminished. A number of paintings are dated 1960 and 1961, but
none of the paintings we have seen are dated 1962 or 1963,
but, then again, most of his paintings are not dated and
many are not signed. His 1957 Ritual was donated to the
A.D. White Museum at Cornell in 1962 and deaccessioned in
1996.
A foundation and a well known collector invited the Metropolitan Museum of Art to select a painting from his 1962
exhibition for their permanent collection, which apparently
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never occurred. Still it was a good
year in museum recognition. Gross
shipped seven paintings to Morgan
State College, the Baltimore Museum,
the Corcoran Gallery of Art, the Norfolk Museum and the Washington
Gallery of Modern Art. He enjoyed solid press in the Baltimore Sun, probably as a result of a gift of his painting
to the Baltimore Museum and the fact
he had begun teaching at the University of Maryland.

Kay Gross Dies

1961 Oil 84x54 Abstract
This is a clear example
of one of his many
paintings that can be
hung either way, unless
one takes the arrow as
the artist’s intention.
Most of the paintings
that fit that mold are not
signed on the front.

1964 was one of the few years he
did not have a solo exhibit at Rehn
Gallery. Two paintings, however, were
exhibited at the 1964 Worlds Fair, one
in the NYC Museums Exhibition
‘Moves on Gray’ in the American Art
Pavilion.
It must have been a difficult year
for him. As an indication that he was
drinking more, Peter Manso relates in P-Town, Art, Sex, and
Money on the Outer Cape an incident from a Norman Mailer
party at his home “Alcohol didn’t entirely blur the focus on
art. At another gathering, the painter Sidney Gross began
throwing furniture around because of an unresolved argument over Soutine.”
Although this brief reference hints at some relationships
with fellow artists, Gross apparently rarely affiliated with
schools or groups of artists with similar aims, as did many
fellow artists of the period. Again, as noted earlier, he apparently deliberately steered clear of the “art scene” and the fact
that he was enjoying individual success through Rehn
Gallery and many invitational exhibits.
Around this time, however, he refined his most distinctive
contribution to the second generation of Abstract Expressionism, the dramatic juxtaposition of knots of energetic, ki-
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1963 - UFO Oil 41x31

With his niece Laura at
MOMA, 1965
Courtesy of Laura Kaufman

netic color and blacks against strong
geometric areas of complimentary color, stated goals in his lecture notes for
his classes at the Art Student’s
League. Columbia recognized his
teaching by granting him an Associate
in Drawing tripling his salary of the previous year to $2,650. Syracuse University Manuscript Collection asked him to
contribute regularly to their manuscript
collection of the writings, working
sketches, correspondence and catalogs of important American artists.
His wife Kay died December 1,
1964, aged 54. According to a friend of
the family, she may have committed
suicide. In any case, it must have devastated the artist. The poet Stanley
Kunitz, a friend, wrote in his condolences: “There are desolations beyond
language, and even beyond tears. The
absurdity is that it should be Kay, who was the fiercest little
package of scrappy life that any of us ever knew. She was
so proud of you.”
Frances Taylor wrote, “It is hard to think of Kay as a
memory. And there is nothing I can say about it that can matter.” Perhaps, reflecting her own failing health at 76, she
concluded, “Mind can feel ageless, and I cannot believe that
whatever it is the vehicle for while we are here is perishable
— or that individuality is lost as the drop is lost in the ocean.
A drop has nothing to lose.”
For a year and half, all his mail went either to his Chelsea
Studio or 54 West 74th Street, not to the apartment he had
shared with Kay.

1965-66 - Hard Edged Shapes
His 1965 show was “in memory of my beloved wife Kay.
Whatever these, or the paintings I’ve made for twenty years,
are ultimately worth, their creation was always so intimately
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connected with her, that I have to regard them as ours.”
Commenting on Gross’ 1966 painting ‘Solar Rendezvous’ in the Witchita
Museum in 1988, Howard E. Wooden
wrote:

1960s Oil 64x50
UFO #316

“Gross added a new dimension
by introducing a hard edged quality
to splintery and irregular multicolored forms … a chaotically-organized cluster of small, brightly-colored interlocking shapes … In sharp
contrast is the more orderly
arrangement of the structure at the
right that appears to be energetically
charged and, like a rocket, soars
upwards linking the massive black
area in the lower register of the canvas with the pure white space above, unbroken but for
the delicate orange and blue diagonal bars … One of
the most significant stylistic achievements of Sidney
Gross … was his extremely sensitive ability to harmonize the opposing romantic and classical poles of expression that for many centuries have dominated
Western thought and the character of Western art.”
Wooden called Gross “one of the most accomplished exponents” of Abstract Expressionism. Artist Helen Thomas
wrote that, “while studying under Sidney Gross … I changed
from representational painting to the style of Abstract Expressionism.” She remembers his lessons in the “use of a
quick drying mixture of a medium of oil paint that enabled
[the artist] to work swiftly … in Gross’s class I did come to
realize that the color of a layer of paint can be different in different surroundings.”
His 77”x 66” UFO #10 was purchased by one of his patrons for the Philbrook Art Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma and
became part of a major exhibition from three collections the
same year at the Fred Jones Jr. Museum and again after his
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death in 1979. His 1966 Solar Shot included an off center red circle on a hard
edged black ground broken by the thrusting movement of his UFO series.

Marriage Number 2
On August 6,1966, the recent widower
married 40 year old German-born Julianna (Julie) Culmsee Penn (1928-80) and
they moved to Baltimore, where she
owned a house. Like his first wife, Julia
was also an active amateur artist. According to her family, she left him shortly
1960s Oil size unknown
after the marriage complaining that he
was a heavy drinker and often abusive to
her. She allowed him to continue to live and paint in her
house. The marriage eventually ended in a divorce.
Noted critic John Canady, in a somewhat mixed review,
wrote that Gross’ winter 1967 solo exhibit of innovative
combinations of “sections of abstract-expressionist paintings within or against hard-edged geometrical schemes.
His results vary from effective synthesis to unsatisfying
compromises.” (NYT 1/21/67) Although this continued to
be an emotionally difficult period for for Gross, it began well
with the January purchase by the Alpern Foundation of
‘Engram #1’ which they presented to the University of
Maryland. He apparently sold five of his canvasses in his
1967 solo exhibit of new UFO paintings at Rehn. Given his
prices, he certainly wasn’t suffering financially.
Jeanne Parks in Arts Magazine headlined her preview:
“Expressionist UFOs in Gross, Exhibit Tomorrow” and
added, “Intellect tempered by emotion and extended by
cosmic realization infuse … Sidney Gross’ recent
paintings.” Some writers speculated that Gross sought an
1958 Ink & Gouache
artistic expression to parallel the space age, but it is most
Drawing
likely that the artist took inspiration from Carl Jung’s book
Again note the cross
Civilization in Transition. Gross quotes Jung in the catalog
shaped central figure that
for his exhibit:
appears in many
paintings.
“UFO is a symbol consisting not only of archetypal
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Gross in Provincetown
where he summered
Art Students League Archives

Elaine August Gross
Richman
Whitestone Photo

forms of thought but of instinctual elements as well …
It does not appeal only to man’s conscious technological fantasies, or to his philosophical speculations,
but strikes deep down into his ‘animal nature.’ This is
what we expect a genuine symbol to do; it must affect and express the whole of man.”
From his copious notes on ancient and contemporary
myths which survive, Sidney Gross consciously strove to find
and incorporate ‘genuine’ symbols for his entire career.
In March, he donated a painting to the Artists for Scholarship Education and Defense Fund for Racial Equality, Inc. for
their fundraising. Artists for SEDF was headed by Thomas Pl
F. Hoving and had Robert Rauschenberg as head of its Art
Committee.
At this time, Gross left his teaching position at The Art
Students League, though not his ties, to accept a tenured
position as Associate Professor of Art in the graduate program at the University of Maryland at College Park. His focus in two recorded 1966 lectures was his understanding of
Color and included exercises that moved from sketches of
models to using the areas developed to inject color. In 1967,
He delivered a major paper “The Symbology of Color.” He
rented an apartment there that had enough space to paint,
though, of course, he had additional studio space at the University and in Julianna’s house.
Gross, who left little indication he had been involved in
anything political, beyond his support and appearance at
progressive events, became embroiled almost immediately
in an impassioned defense of Morton Grossman (1926 1998), the watercolor and painting teacher who was dismissed for political reasons. Gross’ papers in the National
Archives contain several heavily emended drafts of his
statement before the faculty committee. He also had run-ins
with his chairman that may have been a result of that defense. Despite, or perhaps because of that, just before he
died, the student body chose him as their favorite professor.
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Mid 1960s oil 27x40

Marriage Number 3
High school friend and distant cousin, Lynn Landman
(1921-2012), introduced Sidney to her “best friend,” Elaine
August (1919-2009), a semi-professional singer working with
Lynn at the Jewish Philanthropy Federation. Landman went
on to become a noted journalist and editor. She also knew a
number of artists in addition to Sidney, notably “Ad Reinhardt
[who] had a huge crush on her and drew her off-color, selfmocking love cartoons.” As a child, Lynn’s son, Jonathon
Landman recalls meeting Sidney in the company of Elaine
several times after they were married. After his death, Elaine
gave the Landmans one of Sidney’s Bardo series.
Elaine was the baby in a family with seven brothers. Her
father died before she was born. The August family was one
of the most prominent Jewish families in Massachusetts, but
her mother moved the large family to Bridgeport, CT.
She was a lifetime advocate of social issues and the publicity director of the Women’s Division of the State of Israel
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1966? Oil 30x48
Private Collection
This and the painting on
the previous page
illustrate his transition
from Probe series to the
Tantric Buddhist inspired
series of Bardos.

Bonds, Maryland chapter. As a member of the New York Collegiate Chorale, she had met Marian Anderson, who was
also photographed with Sidney. She was described as a “patron of the Art Students League” where Sidney taught.
According her nephew Joel August, he was totally smitten with her as she was with him. He tried to hasten the marriage date, but she put him off … he was still married to Juliana. He lived at the time in Juliana’s 3400 square foot
house with a lovely wrap around porch at 7400 Dartmouth
Avenue in College Park, MD, which was his address with the
University. At the time Juliana was staying in the Empire Hotel in New York, built in 1923 and renovated in the 1950s.
She apparently held the deed to the house in College Park,
because the mortgage balance of $2054.40 was paid off by
“the insurance company at “untimely death of your husband.
The letter from the bank dated 12/29/69 concluded, “It
please us to know that in some small measure we were able
to be of assistance to you at a time when it was needed.”
On March 5, 1969, Sidney received notification of his divorce from Juliana Penn, which had been obtained in Mexi-
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1968-69 Oil 60x58
Bardo
The narrow white field
on the top seems and
the large AbEx field
seems a better solution
to Gross’ combination of
color field, AbEx and
Tantric symbols. Most of
his abstracted symbols
don’t seem to have a
clear Tantric meaning.
This, however, however
seems to be the Tantric
symbol which stands for
the vulva and the birth
passage.

co. One week later, March 12, Elaine became Sidney’s wife in a small ceremony
performed by the Rabbi of a Silver
Springs, MD congregation in the Rabbi’s
living room, attended by among other, her
nephew Joel. She moved into the house
which was crammed with Sidney’s finished paintings and works in progress.
The couple divided their time between
Baltimore and his apartment in New York
City. Elaine’s nephew Joel August had
what he described as an “intense friendship” with the artist during his last year.
He recalls that the artist and his aunt
lived in Baltimore from Friday to Monday,
both days on which he taught in College
Park, where he was preparing for another
exhibit of his UFOs. During the week,
Gross taught at Art Students League and
stayed in his apartment in New York. His happiness may be
inferred from the two paintings he gave her as a wedding
gift, both light-filled, joyful, almost playful abstractions. She
kept them and their apartment through her long life.

‘The Bardo Series’
His lecture notes and one of his students indicate he was
working on a book on Color and Aesthetic. He said repeatedly in his lectures that “The human gift for interpreting sensory stimuli is nowhere more complicated than in its perception of
color. “ His own work and comments built on concepts built off
Wilheim Ostwald’s Color system and work on color theory by
his fellow artist Josef Albers. His extensive writing, mostly in
longhand, on the relationship of physical science and psychology and art suggest that a book on that relationship, too,
was in his future.
Two close figures in his life died in 1968, his first teacher
Arnold Blanche with whom he later taught at Art Students
league, and one of his most consistent supporters, Dr. Julius
Lempert. Meanwhile, Gross continued painting, teaching and
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1968-9 Oil 66x84
Bardo

writing, splitting his time between Baltimore and New York.
Several of his UFO paintings are dated 1968.
An extensive review in Art News 1969 show, “The Bardo
Triptychs,” notes that “‘Bardo’ comes from the Tibetan Book
of the Dead [Bardo Thodol] and is used by the artist to convey the ‘state of highest awareness’ hopefully experienced
by the viewer as he gazes at the afterimage of the hard-edge
shapes projected on the white band.” Another Art News reviewer reflected that “calligraphy, geometry and the void
were … held together by suave, hot color schemes.” Ironically, given Sidney’s death late in the year, Bardo is the Lamaist
word for the time between death and rebirth.
Some religious commentators identify several periods or
types of Bardo, in meditation, in certain dream states, spontaneously as in the perception of a great light, at the moment
of birth, at the moment of death, and in the transmigration of
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1968 Oil 36x48
One of two paintings
given as wedding gifts
to Elaine. The other,
now in a private
collection is similar in
style which explored the
blue palette. Both show
a much lighter, almost
joyous, sensibility. A
third one in the same
style and palette was
given to a relative of
Elaine for helping
arrange the marriage.

the inner breath. Tantric symbols are made up of triangles,
circles and squares and Gross seems to have abstracted
them to make them focus points for meditation. His use of
complementary colors and the blank white swarth deliberately play with the phenomenon of the after images.
In the end, as always, he had not restricted himself to his
developing style as can be seen in his “Summer 1969” painting in the Guus Maris Gallery in the Netherlands. As noted
earlier, Joel August recalls that in that last year he was “was
putting together paintings for the show he called UFOs, and
he was painting furiously.” (interview 5/12/2016)
All that said, his Bardo experiment trying to amalgamate
two trends, his very successful AB EX with the new color
field experiments does not, in my mind, hold up as well as
his earlier work. His drinking, possible marital problems,
possible drug experiments and diminishing status of abstract
expressionism in the art world must have weighed on him.
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1968-9 Oil 66x84
Bardo
Private Collection

The extraordinary critical success of his accomplishments
after the war through the late 1950s and the early 1960s
may have diminished as the decade wore on, though at the
time of his death and for some years earlier, his medium size
paintings were commanding $5000-6000 each (around
$40,000 in 2015).

Untimely Death
If Sidney Gross was moving to a newer synthesis of the
several movements in modern art that resonated in his work,
it was not to be. He died suddenly on November 17, 1969 at
the age of 48. According to her stepdaughter, Elaine maintained privately that Sidney had committed suicide, though
his official death certificate indicates a heart attack, and he
was a smoker and drank heavily on occasions
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1968-9 66x36 Oil Bardo 418

A history of bouts with depression,
hints of manic periods, the death of
his first wife followed by a brief unsuccessful marriage, the problem of
dividing his time between New York
and Baltimore, and the cooler reception to his Bardo series, offer possible motives for suicide. Sidney’s father, Morris became very ill in the
summer of 1969.
It was a period of drug experimentation. His focus on mysticism and
the Tantric state of Bardo, so much a
part of the whole ethos of the decade
in its interest in the passage from life
to death to some higher state, all
suggest drugs as a possible contributing factor.
All that said, the paintings done in
the summer of 1969 that belonged to
his new wife are joyous and free. His
students recall an upbeat, optimistic
person, who if he had a fault, it was
over-enthusiasm. His niece, Laura
Kaufman, an artist herself, recalling a
visit with him in 1965, wrote,
“He was so generous with his time
and patiently, and with passion, gave
me a history of most of the art in the museum, including his
paintings that were there. Then he took me to the Art Students League where he was teaching and took me to visit
his class and a tour of the school. I wanted so much to be
able to study there with him. Sadly that never became a
reality.”
The recollection of other members of the extensive and
social August family recall Sidney as very happy. Sixteen
years later in 1985, Elaine made a strange request for an
official letter from Sidney’s physician which reiterated that he
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A series of dated abstract
gouaches in 1959 and in
1960s were the focus of a
posthumous exhibit at the
Pinchpenny Gallery
Above
and on the next page

had died of a heart attack. Had she discovered a Life Insurance policy and had the company required a new
death certificate? Suicide voided most policies at that
time.
Whatever the case, the facts are that he died alone in
his Chelsea studio at the age of 48, though one obituary
said he died at home. He is buried in Mount Ararat
Cemetery in Farmingdale, NY, where, ironically, he met
Elaine years earlier and where 40 years after his death,
Elaine was buried. He was survived by his father Morris
who died in 1972 and mother Esther who died in 1974,
his second wife Juliana Penn Gross, his third wife Elaine
and two sisters, Mae (‘Mazie’) Gross and Sylvia (Zeldie)
Kaplan. He had no children.
Juliana Penn continued to use his surname and refer
to him as her late husband. She instructed her executor
to destroy her personal papers including her marriage
and divorce papers. The executor was her close friend
Pearl Applebaum whom she had met working at ReplyO-Letter, an advertising firm whose headquarters were in
midtown Manhattan.
When Julie died in 1989, she still had a number of
Sidney’s works as her notes on their distribution in 1977
and 1978 indicated. Julie made a number of general bequests of her own artwork to co-workers at Reply-O-Letter, friends and neighbors, and, although she “was not
close” with her brother Bruno Culmsee, she also wanted
him to have “some of my artwork.” A large painting by
Sidney (a UFO 83 x 66 that was given to her by Elaine
after his death) and smaller one were “on loan” to Pearl,
and Julie indicated they were theirs to will or to keep, or,
she suggested, they could be given to the Jewish Museum in New York or Israel. “His work I am sure will not be
difficult to give to anyone.” A self portrait of Sidney and
one of his gouaches were shipped to her sister Charlotte
Schwaeppe in Germany along with “a few of my artworks.”
Since Sidney died intestate, Elaine and his sister Mae
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inherited his estate. Elaine Gross helped organize the half a
dozen retrospective and memorial exhibits that followed his
death, including a cataloged one at The Hague. But, in fairly
short order, she moved on, leaving no one to nurture his estate or reputation. Elaine did, however, document much of
her first husband’s career and its successes and donated
many of his papers and sketches to the Art Students League
who, in turn, made them available to the Archives of American Art at the Smithsonian.
According to a former student, his landlord in Baltimore
sold a number of unclaimed smaller paintings in a sidewalk
sale for $25-50 each, probably to cover the unpaid rent on
an apartment he rented after he lost the house in College
Park. The obligation must have escaped his Elaine’s notice.
In time, Elaine donated over 100 of his paintings and
many drawings to the Art Students League, unfortunately for
his reputation, not an exhibiting institution. Most were removed from their stretchers and vanished into storage, as
have many of his paintings in museum collections. Mae sold
her paintings, according to Joel August, for a fraction of their
value against the advice of Elaine who tried to preserve their
value until she finally put many into storage. Originally
stored in NYC, they ended up in a storage and restoration
studio in New Rochelle. The owner sold a number of them
over the years and finally sold the remaining ones to the author.
Elaine went on to marry retired NYPD officer Lawrence
Richman, took his name, but continued to live in New York in
Sidney’s apartment on 95th Street until her death. She returned to her first love, her singing. According to her stepdaughter Susan Richman, her nephew Joel may have involved her in a pyramid investment scheme which essentially bankrupt her, which may explain the unpaid storage fees
and her large gift to the Art Students League.
Elaine August died in 2009, forty years after Sidney.
The paintings in this text and those that follow at the end of the next section are
arranged approximately chronologically showing the development of his style and
vision.
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His Place in Art
Bernard Schiff, later the curator at the
Smithsonian collection, wrote in The New
York Post “of the mature, seasoned and
genuine painters … who have been working in the non objective mode for some
considerable years, one who strikes me
consistently as being of major size and
substance is Sidney Gross.” He went on to
explain:

sensationate at the instant of their
becoming and Gross is able to give
form and shape and visual materiality
to these mysterious processes of the
mind.”
Almost equally dramatic was curator
and critic Carl David’s assessment in the
commentary on Gross’ 1949 painting in
the Smithsonian:

“There is a concentration here of
what I must call – paying proper respect to the words – a notable beauty; they are works of heroic force.

“Gross developed a range of
styles, from realism in the 1930s,
amorphism in the 1940s, and finally
into geometric expressionism in the
1950s and 1960s. These works represent the culmination of his development, and evoke more vivid emotion than all others. Their colors are
striking, and their compositions forceful. Combining abstract elements with
his unique spatial perspective, the
artist allowed his forms to float
against a solid background, while
presenting to the viewer a central
formal element of harmoniously
placed color, simultaneously separated from and integrated into it. …

“Gross’ colors are magnificent. It is
not a simple question of how they
look but what, in a deeper sense,
they do to the mind. They activate
sensation and emotion; they stimulate thought and beyond that, connection and feeling. It is senseless to
attempt in specific language to describe them, since one cannot really
speak of the colors by themselves.
They are not to be separated from
the force of the shapes, symbols,
motion and, indeed events which
they describe and in their effect are.
Gross’ paintings are dramas and
sagas of experience and of feeling,
descriptions at the moment of the
very process of their being.

“Gross had a vision, a novel approach to what he perceived, and
was fully able to integrate the bold
and the subtle to create his interpretation of what was in his mind. He
employed several devices and
merged them into a synchronous
blend of spatial effects. Gross was
quite expert in his design, formatting
his composition so that it would flow

“These are extravagant words because they are meant to be. Gross is
a superb artist. His soul and mind
and heart are in these works. This
must be how thought, feeling and
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without dissonance. Every element
appears inherently intertwined with
another, and though there are several thematic levels operating at one
time, they are definitively related, and
all contribute to the end result.”

may help to bury an artist whose life’s
work deserves better.” (NYT 10/14/72)
Fellow artist Leo Maso mourned the
loss of “a force so rare in a mediocre and
transient world.”
The caption on one of his paintings in
the Art Students League notes: “In the
1940s, Gross used jewel tones and stylized forms to portray the docks and industrial scenes of New York City. By the early
1960s, he had forged a unique visual language that combined hard-edge and gestural abstraction, still in bold colors.”
The Art Students League donated his
1966 ‘Solar Rendezvous’ (84”x 66”). to the
Wichita Art Museum. Their catalog describes the artist place:
“One of the most accomplished and
most promising exponents during the
1960s was Sidney Gross whose frequent New York exhibitions of his
massive canvases were widely acclaimed until his untimely death.
“Stylistically, Gross added a new
dimension by introducing a hardedge quality to splintery and irregular
multicolored forms ... One of the
most significant stylistic achievements of Sidney Gross ... was his extremely sensitive ability to harmonize
the opposing romantic and classical
poles of expression that for many
centuries have dominated Western
thought and the character of Western
art, both in America and abroad ...
What is especially interesting is that
the entire composition suggests how
space-age consciousness of the
1960 could find symbolic expression
in a work of art in abstract form rather

In the December 1970 issue of Arcade
magazine, Richard Teller Hirsch, director
of the newly opened Museum of Fine Arts
in Houston wrote in ‘The Painting Tells’,
“Turning to the Michener Collection, UFOs
#13 by the late Sidney Gross painted
years before the moon landing, conveys
much of the same intuition of the immensities around us, but in quite different terms:
the earth-freed object assaulting the sunfilled universe,” He added “in retrospect,
prophetic.”
Three years after his death, critic
James Mellow was a little more cautious:
“This veteran painter and teacher … a talented and disciplined artist whose works
possessed solid virtues – fastidious
craftsmanship and an emphatic gift for
construction.” He praised his figurative
work as “refreshing and somewhat whimsical”, noted his “tightly controlled version
of abstract expressionism” and concluded
that Gross “differed from his contemporaries in that … he attempted a kind of
amalgamation of these two contradicting
modes.” He admired most the UFO series.
Mellow noted that “even artists with popular reputations pass after their deaths into
a limbo from which they are only rescued
in time.” He added that a critic confronting
a whole career without the benefit of time,
offers “judgments and prejudices [that]
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than in visually representational
terms.”
From the beginning of his career, with
his Blakean surrealism, his almost Renaissance approach to realism, in his tapestry-like use of muted colors in the late
1940s and early 1950s, and in his mature
abstractions, Gross separated himself
from many of his fellow Abstract Expressionist in his subtle use of color and color
fields, and wonderfully layered paints,
against which his expressionist slashes
and thrusts vibrated. Artist Helen Thomas,
who studied under Gross, wrote: “In reflecting over Western painting since the
turn of the century, particularly with reference to the use of color, I feel that Abstract Expressionism left an unfortunate
legacy: a rather limited palette resulting
from an unpremeditated selection of
color.” In contrast, Gross’s use of color
was precise, subtle and conscious.
He also, perhaps unwisely, continued
to change and experiment in many styles
throughout his career. It may have served
him well during his successful lifetime, but
it makes him harder to characterize than
say Jackson Pollock, Franz Kline, Andy
Warhol, Norman Rockwell or others with
highly recognizable subjects and styles.
Consistency is easier for the top level art
market to promote.

Stony Brook, New York the week before it
closed ... I was drawn to the spontaneous
bursts of bold color, rhythmic play, and defiance of the four modernists in the furthermost gallery. ... Sidney Gross’ “Untitled,” oil on canvas, echoed bold yellows
and purples.” In November 2018, Gallery
art.wordpress.com named him “artist of
the moment.”

The New York School
Although much of his work fits into their
time and vision, Gross never was listed as
a member of the somewhat amorphous
“New York School” of artists, poets, playwrights, dancers and musicians. If Gross
had still been painting as its name and
fame spread and more painters became
listed with its original members, he would
be better known today.
The New York School grew out of the
Downtown Group, self-named ’The Club’,
artists whose “studios were located in
lower Manhattan in the area bounded by
8th and 12th street between First and
Sixth Avenues during the late 1940s and
early 1950s.” (Wikipedia) Leo Castelli
hung the now famous Ninth Street Art Exhibition in a building slated for demolition.
Gross, meanwhile, whose studio was
in the Bronx, had found his home in the
uptown, relatively prestigious Rehn
Gallery. Probably because of that, he did
not exhibit in any of the New York Annuals
(1951-57), first on 9th street and then at
the uptown Stable Gallery which provided
a venue for many Abstract Expressionist
artists, when “there were few galleries that
were willing to accept the work of artists
who were unknown to the established critics,” (Marika Herskovic, Abstract Expressionists - Artists Choice by Artists).

More recently, in December 2008, a
large untitled oil painting by the artist was
included in a traveling exhibit of work by
teachers at the New York Art Students
League. In a review of that exhibit, Ginger
Lee Hendler of Art Times wrote, “I had the
pleasure of viewing ‘Highlights from the
Permanent Collection of the Art Students
League’ at The Long Island Museum in
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Jackson Pollack and Willem de Kooning also enjoyed success after the war and
into the 1950s. Although in 1951 when
Pollack abandoned his drip technique for
his “black paintings,” they proved unsaleable in his one solo at the Betty Parson Gallery. De Kooning, however, had
three solos at the Sidney Janis Gallery
during the 1950s. They were among the
leading painters who became The Group
and then The School.
Gross undoubtedly visited the Annuals
if only because he knew many of the
artists and exhibited with many in other
Invitational venues. He frequently referenced fellow AbEx painters in his lectures
and classes, and many paid tribute to him
at the memorial exhibit in 1972, evidence
that they undoubtedly knew his work.
The list of New York School artists,
courtesy of art critics, began to grow to
include the 265 painters and sculptors
who exhibited in at least one of the eight
Annuals, but, from the 1970s on, names
were added by other critics and art historians, especially after many AbEX artists (or
their estates) saw the prices of their work
climb dramatically. By then, the Gross estate had gone into storage and, basically,
off the market.
So, in a sense, his descent into obscurity was in part due to his success. Gross
had solo shows at the Contemporary Art
Gallery and then at the Rehn Gallery in
the 1940s, and after that at Rehn. By
1952, his output included abstract calligraphic paintings and haunting abstracts
that critics labeled Amorphics. At the same

time, he enjoyed continued success with
his semi-abstract, kaleidoscopic construction paintings and still lives and his River
series, not to mention his portraiture.
Gross, according to two who knew him,
apparently chose to keep somewhat of a
distance from the social cultural circle he
called “the art scene.”
Another bonds tied many of the New
York School together. Many studied and
taught at Pratt or at Brooklyn, or with Hans
Hoffman and other shared mentors.
Of the 100 or so painters and sculptors
whose work appears in New York School
Abstract Expressionists only one, Michael
Goldberg (1924-2007), who began studying at age 14 at the Art Students League,
was there when Gross was there
(1938-40). None of the New York School
taught there when Gross was either a student or a teacher. One member of the
school, Manoucher Yektai (1922-), studied
at the Art Students League after the war
and recalled Sidney Gross and his work
which he admired. Gross corresponded
with the Ukrainian-American artist Maurice
Sievan (1898-1981) who had studied at
ASL earlier and exhibited in the Tirca
Karlis Gallery in Provincetown where
Gross had solo shows in 1960 and 1962.
Finally, while many of the New York
artists found their way to the East End of
Long Island or summered there, Gross
when they were able to afford it, he and
Kay summered in Provincetown and socialized with the artist colony there.

Echoes & Influences
An informal comparison of his work
with the New York School artists is
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“The city seems to
be taking on a kind
of poetry …
sometimes rooftop
structures or
windowed facades
are built into [an]
imaginative
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In 2019, three large abstracts
in a very different style
surfaced probably a
commission and dating from
the last years of his life. The
one on the left was 72” x 156”
and its two companions both
with two similar blocks of
color on a white field were
72” x 94”.

interesting. His small bold black
calligraphic paintings certainly evoke
Frans Kline’s (1903-1962) larger scale
work of the same and an earlier period.
Kline and Robert Motherwell (1915-91)
both made this their signature style,
whereas Gross moved on. Interestingly,
the works of his only fellow League
student, Michael Goldberg of 1959-62 are
the closest in feel to Sidney’s work of
1957-60.
Few in the period offered the equivalent of the soft “dusky” style of his Amorphics. Certainly, his abstract expressionist
work of the mid 1950s is kin to what many
artists were painting at the same time, but
by 1960, his strong up-thrusting forms
against flatter and flatter color fields seem
distinctively his own, although Adolph Gottlieb (1903-1974) had explored action
painting in or adjacent to a relatively
monochromatic fields early in the 1950s.
His complicated montages with clearly
identifiable imagery, seem ahead of their
time as well. Their imagery and hints in his
notes seem to date them to the 1940s and
early 1950s, but they remind me of
Robert Rauschenberg’s (1925-2008)
much later, similar montages of fighter jets

and pop culture. They, of course, lack the
commercial finished look that Warhol and
Rauschenberg brought to the glorification
of the ordinary. Gross’ kaleidoscopic paintings like ‘Ice Skating’, ‘Boom’ and other
paintings of the waterfront and construction sites hark back to earlier traditions,
recalling the rich texturing of artists like
Gustav Klimt (1862-1918).
As noted earlier, these colorful semiabstracts may also have been influenced
by descriptions in the 1948 Science Fiction short story novel by Richard Shaver
(1907-75), I Remember Lemurial’. (http://
sacred-texts.com/ufo/irl/) Gross must have
loved the opening “I flung down my gaudy
brushes and my palette and turned about
in a rage—to find the master himself” who
said, “No one ever has conceived, much
less executed, anything worse than what
you have put upon canvas! What do you
call it, 'Proteus in a Convulsive
Nightmare’?" The advice: “Study science;
learn to mix the potions that give the brain
greater awareness,” not a bad description
of much of Gross’ prodigious reading.
In this fascinating fiction about the
mythical lost continent of Mu (or Lemurial)
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and its satellite Atlantis, theories popularized by James Churchward (1851-1936)
were crammed with footnotes and scientific asides. Churchward’s work was (and is)
taken quite seriously by many. A number
of descriptive passages suggest Gross’
work: “a blazing meteor, spewed violently
from some sun in space, came flaming
toward this cold ball,” dancers who “under
the stimulus, we wove intricate patterns on
the gleaming floor.” Two of the most successful series the artist produced were the
intricate color filled patterns of his work in
the late 1940s and early 1950s and his
UFO series in the early 1960s.

All three went from moderate to real
financial success as artists during their
lifetimes, Gross almost immediately, Stamos shortly after, and Rothko finally in the
1950s. Both he and Rothko battled depression and both died in mid career;
Rothko took his own life and Gross may
have. Stamos and Rothko were leaders in
the various gatherings of what would later
be called the New York Abstract Expressionists. Gross seemed to have chosen to
remain somewhat aloof, a trait he exhibited in his time as student at Art Students
League. Rothko and Gross both supported liberal and Jewish causes. Rothko’s
career and success can be described as a
roller coaster, while Gross’ career was
more of a skyrocket that exploded and
ended in eventual obscurity. Stamos career was derailed by his involvement in the
fraudulent handling of his friend Rothko’s
estate. After he was found guilty, he lost
his connections with the New York Galleries who had represented him

Two artists with much in common with
Gross and with whom he had a personal
relationship were Theodoros Stamos and,
through him, Mark Rothko. All three artists
were noted for their focus on color and
their use of color theory and color fields.
All three moved from the realistic to the
semi-abstract to the abstract, Rothko first,
Stamos next, and Gross last. Rothko and
Gross got their initial training at Art Students League, and both produced surrealistic works in the early 1940s. As their
paintings grew more and more abstract, all
three talked of keeping emotion as the
underpinning in their work. Rothko settled
on a singular artistic vision, Stamos
moved through several phases, Gross,
perhaps, despite his shorter career offered
a wider range of artistic vision, often a
handicap in the Art Market. It should be
noted, however, with the possible exception of is Bardo series, all met with both
critical and commercial success.

Gross had a long acquaintance with
Stamos who was almost two years
younger than Gross, but at age 21 had his
first solo show, while Gross was still in the
Army. Both worked in art related jobs at
first, Stamos in a framing studio, Gross
selling art supplies. Perhaps most important, both had long tenures teaching at Art
Students League. Their style in the 1950s
and 1960s show much of the same development, often dramatic vigor and exploration of softer tonal abstractions, and in
the 1960s both tried to synthesize the dynamism of the Expressionists with the col-
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or field work best exemplified in Rothko
and Barnett Newman. And they socialized
together.

Dallas ice rain in Chicago. that you
would come over have a drink or coffee, etc. See my pictures & just plain
talk since you haven’t been here in
years The house holds food spirits &
times I’m afraid to call you up any
more, so I’d appreciate it if you would
call me. Best to you both.
Love Stamos
It’s not known what angered Kay, or
what Sidney made of it all (other than the
fact he saved the letter). Kay’s question
suggests that it may well have had to do
with Rothko. Most intriguing is the comment about Rothko wanting to give an order (commission?) and even possibly future ones to Sidney. The letter is undated,
but several things suggest it was from
around 1960, certainly no later than 1964.
Ironically, Rothko won the enviable commission for the Four Seasons Restaurant
in 1959, and then in 1960 returned the
money and refused to hang his masterpieces. That Gross would turn his back on
a commission, much less several, doesn’t
seem in character, even if Rothko had!

Gross saved an undated, fascinating,
very emotional letter from Stamos, that
gives hints of how close they once were
and of some fractious issue that Stamos
apparently did not understand (Note the
contrast in his writing style with Gross’
careful, often philosophical language,
careful punctuation and paragraphing):
Dear Sidney: I don’t know what’s
wrong with Katey she sounded as if
she was going to blowing head off. after all these years too! Anyway as
friends & I think you know how I like
you both - Even if I don’t call in a long
time & even though we live next to
each other, these things don’t matter.
What’s in ones heart is what really
counts. I have called you several times
no answer, called before I left for San
Francesco, no answer, called this p.m.
Bango. Katey wanted to know if I was
calling for Rothko. When I was New
Orleans mark told me that he had an
order he wanted to give you & more
coming so I said to call Sidney, he’s a
swell guy, would be glad to do it for
you I would enjoy meeting with you.
Well Rothko said you never called &
that he didn’t want to be a nuisance
etc; but would you call him?! as a favor
to me then!! But called to ask if you
could both come over, but Katey was
so mad at me I couldn’t Even ask that.
Well, anyway would love to see you
both Just got back from Cal; St Louis,
New Orleans, etc lecturing meeting,
flying, earthquaking, snow storming in

Hiatus to Obscurity
It is ironic that just a few years after
having been named one of the notable
Young Artists USA, Sidney Gross died
suddenly and unexpectedly, but that didn’t
hamper the posthumous ‘careers’ of others who died before their prime.
Unlike some of his contemporaries
(like Adolph Gottlieb, Mark Rothko, and
Jackson Pollack) whose work was carefully managed by their children, wives and
dealers after their deaths, Gross’ was not
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and his visibility diminished over
time. Probably key to that was the loss of
a committed dealer following the death of
Frank Rehn.

Ironically, Frank K. M. Rehn’s adoption
and promotion of the young Sidney Gross
also played against his future reputation,
for the Rehn Gallery’s fame rested with
the Ashcan School and Social Realists.

His widow Elaine made an uneven effort over the years helping to organize
several memorial exhibitions in Baltimore
and New York; and others in Provincetown, RI, Essex, Ct, and The Haque in
Amsterdam. Rehn Gallery held two memorial exhibits as late as 1972 which was
mentioned as “works by the notable abstract expressionist” and reviewed in Arts
Magazine where it was illustrated with
‘UFO #5.’

Perhaps, even more unfortunate was
the shift in the Rehn Gallery’s focus, before Sidney’s death, but after the death of
the founder. Clancy focused on the growing market for limited edition graphics and
less expensive watercolors, hardly a
venue for a painter whose work grew larger and larger and whose prices grew proportionately. At some point, Clancy ceased
even to represent the estate.

But her musical career with the
Chorale returned as Elaine’s focus. Over
the next few years, she performed in it
with Paul McCartney, Leonard Bernstein
and other well-known musical lights. She
eventually remarried, picked up a stepdaughter. She and her new husband
moved to the apartment that had been
home to Sidney since the 1940s.

The gallery moved and changed
names several times, finally closing in
1981 when John Clancy died. Had the
gallery survived, its reputation still would
have hinged on the important talents of a
number of late 19th and early 20th century
masters, whose estates were and continue to be active.
Gross never settled into a distinctive
style long enough to make his work easily
recognizable, and the market tends to encourage and reward successful artists who
continue to reproduce a identifiable “product.” There are two schools of thought on
whether such adherence to a singular
style stifles the artist or reflects the artist’s
mature confidence in a personal vision.

In 1985 gallery owner Gertrude Stein
appraised the Grosses at basically what
they had sold for 20 years earlier. which
given inflation was a reduction in value.
Later her gallery provided a venue for at
least one more solo exhibition, and, as of
2015, she continues to offer his work.
The fact that he was and is not considered a “member” of the New York School
played against him in the long run. Virtually, the works of all of those associated with
the school have appreciated in value over
the years. That tide did not include Sidney
Gross’ work from those years.

Around 1960, still in his 30s, Gross began to set his colorful dynamic abstract
forms against fields of color. He worked
exploring that dynamic for the rest of his
life, longer than in any other style. His
Bardo series was his final series, and, in
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fact, it probably contributed to his less
than dramatic exit from the art world.

years for the public to catch up with the
artist.” Sidney Gross didn’t get 20 years.

Of those last works, Mallow complained that in his “panels of expressionist
painting and panels of hard-edged forms
separated by fields of pure white – there
was no resolution, only a simple confrontation.” The Bardo series incorporate
echoes of his powerful use of color and
movement, but his decision to portray an
intellectual concept and incorporate color
theory was less successful than his earlier
works which were built on their emotional
content.

As we consider the changes globalization has forced on society and the natural
world from an early 21st century perspective, maybe there is no resolution, only
confrontation.

Had he lived, he probably would have
created the synthesis he was seeking.
There is a clear pattern to his development as an artist. He had taken the
lessons of the social realists and developed a powerful surrealist twist, taken that
and provided a vision of urban decay that
offered hope, taken that to create abstractions of urban shapes and structures, filled
them with kaleidoscopic mosaics and took
those colors into his strong expressionist
paintings of the mid 1950s to 1960, paintings that added painterly skills and color
complexity rare in the period. His UFO and
Probe series and paintings began to juxtapose his abstract movement and forms
against fields of color, work that some critics declared his best, which led to his Bardo series.
Sidney Gross’ shortened career produced a body of strong and memorable
work that still resonates as it did during his
lifetime. He, himself, mused that it took “20

The Teacher
The artist Francia wrote, “ He energized me as an artist” and noted “he was
upbeat and supportive of your ideas and
goals as a painter.” This is clear in what he
wrote of his student Yu Tian Cheu’s (1935), Cheu’s “work has an enormously sensitive, tactile quality combined with a feel for
very subtle colors. He uses collage elements in a very dynamic manner creating
constantly varying solutions to formal
problems. It is very difficult to find words to
describe all the additive factors that combine to produce the mystery that accompanies his work.”
Gross taught summers at the Art Students League in 1958-59 and 1965-67
and full years from 1961 until his death, as
well as at Columbia University from 19631967 and earlier at the Parsons School of
Design. In 1963 he accepted a position at
the University of Maryland at College Park
where he also taught until his death. His
biography in the 1967 ASL catalog concluded with this note: “Sidney Gross was
an exceptionally popular Arts Student
League instructor from 1958 to 1967.”
One measure of an artist is his/her acknowledged influence on students. Former
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students, five exhibiting artists, one in advertising, and two (now painting dealers)
recalled him fondly. They all described
Gross as “inspirational” and one described
him “as wild and dramatic” in his teaching
methods.

artist Wong Keen (1942-) considered
Gross “an influential Abstract
Expressionist artist.” Other artists who list
him as an influence include Joan Marie
Beauregard (1920-200), Harvey Dodd,
Nora Daniel, Jeanette Alexander Judson
(,1912-) whose early work shows a clear
influence, Jessica Mitchell whose work to
this day reflects his style, Yu Chien Cheu
(1935-), Ruth Donovan, Herb Grika (1936), Joan Beauregard (1920-2009), Jean
Parish (1917-23), Sigrund Muller, and Eric
Alberts (1940-2010) who studied under
him for five years and taught until his
death at the League.
London based Suzanne Perlman
continues to show the influence of her
studies with Gross even in her latest solo
exhibition at age 91 in 2014, according to
Asian Art Icons (5/14). In her artist
statement for Gallerie Myrtis in Maryland,
Barbara Kerne wrote, “Ad Reinhardt,
Jimmy Ernst, and Sidney Gross were
important teachers for me.”
Memorial services following Gross’
tragic death took place in New York and
Baltimore. In both cities, his students took
special pains, organizing a memorial
exhibit at the University of Maryland, while
the Art Students League donated a
painting in his name to the Butler Institute
of American Art.
In the one surviving eulogy from the
University of Baltimore memorial service,
a student said:

In 1980, artist Helen Thomas wrote in
the magazine Leonardo about her
experience with Gross in 1966 until he left:
“Under Sidney Gross … I changed from
representational painting to the style of
Abstract Expressionism … exhilarating for
me.”
In a recent book on the renowned Singapore artist Goh Beng Kwan (1937-), critic Lindy Poh wrote, “Under the artist-instructor Sidney Gross [1921-1969], Goh
abandoned earlier representational modes
and began experimenting in the style and
forms of Expressionist Abstraction. Gross
himself was painting successfully in the
style of ‘Geometric Expressionism’ …
Gross’ style and approach had a conspicuous influence on Goh’s early canvases of
1962-64.” In another essay, a critic referred to Gross as “the acclaimed artist”
before noting that Goh was “inspired by
Gross ... and the vibrant New York art
scene.”
On his website, noted Columbian
Swiss artist Mario Volpe's (1936-) work is
described as influenced by, among others,
the “New York painting of the fifties … and
of his teacher at the Art Students League,
Sidney Gross.”
Noted Spanish artist Frederico
Delgado Montiel (1929-) cited his
influence as a teacher. Singapore born

‘In my light will always be reflected
my teacher. His message to me was
always personal – show the I. He was
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a big example of optimism in a world
where too many forget we are not machines … Professor Sidney Gross was
voted the University of Maryland Art
Department’s most popular teacher.’

was a warm sharp wind, bending the
grasses. At times it seemed to be
blowing through me as though I had
for a moment become one with the
tall, stretching trees.
“I thought of my niece, her dolls,
her strange attachment to a tiny
piece of blue cloth that she calls her
moony. Her private, personal, interpretation of this world lived in the
minute – her game is as meaningful
as ours, more so. I am playing
someone else’s game, one that has
nothing to do with the exaltation or
salvation of the individual.

In His Own Words
The young Sidney Gross, judging by
his notebooks, must have been extremely
intense, and subject to alternating bouts of
depression and elation. While still in high
school, he copied the texts of the exchange of letters between Sigmund Freud
and the Lutheran pastor Oscar Pfister
wherein Freud famously described himself
as “a godless Jew.” The passage, however, which struck the deepest chord may
have been this: “I have found little ‘good’
about human beings on the whole. In my
experience most of them are trash, no
matter whether they publicly subscribe to
this or that ethical doctrine.’”

“The open racial prejudice, the
cursing, swearing ignorance, the
blind acceptance. ... Out there in the
intuitive simplicity of a white shaggy
hound; it capers and dances in the
air you breathe, the wild joy, you
have unknowingly hoped for, the
permanent release. The rasp-like
wind bends you, then - one with the
grasses and wild life – lowers you
into the sweet bed of this earth, with
athletic ease.

While in army infantry training at the
camp ten miles north of Paris, Texas,
Gross, in a letter to his high school art
teacher wrote:
“I took a long walk into the fields far
from camp. The further I walked, the
more remote was New York and all
the life I had known before this now.
When I no longer could see the
camp, I lay down in a yellow field, a
sweet smelling ochre, laden with wild
life, rife with a million busy lives filled with a great variety of trees. The
land moved out, wild, far as I could
see. The sky rolled around it, vast,
full of wispy, cottony cloud. There

“The crowded subway we must beware of hurtles you through a dark
endless avenue, black with blind confirmation. The stations are all the
same, full of weariness and the escapist games. Not to ride madly with
the crowd going nowhere, but to walk
alone, going somewhere! Into the
earth, becoming the earth, winged
and bodiless. You that lay there, a
stranger to the earth, resting upon
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arms and hindsides [sic] aching in
the lap of the War God - you have
bourne [sic] long enough the wraths
of this huge farce? Opposite, alone,
longing for the warm inside of it all.
Panting for the flying field, the skyward, earthward, soulward planes to highways unknown!”

On the Artistic Impetus
“I have always been concerned with
the highly disciplined, relational esthetic
solutions regardless of how my execution
may have changed over the years. This
does not mean intellectual as opposed to
intuitional. I do not think the creative
process is either-or, but both-and.”

Camp Maxey, Texas – 12/25/1942

“This act of wrenching away an object
or concept from its habitual associative
context and seeing it in a new content is
an essential part of the creative process.”

Random Notes on Art
A small notebook filled mostly with
sketches, customers’ names, and art supplies opens with these words about his
marriage in 1944 shortly after his discharge:

“Gesture has no precise edges, no exact shapes, no filled forms. You must be
able to feel it with your body. You should
draw not what the thing looks like, nor
even what it is, but what it is doing.”

“This book has in its insides a material corporeal record of two people
who have entered into the state of
matrimony in the year of our lord
1944 in the midst of war and dread
horror which has [unclear]ed the guts
of a world before our eyes.”

“Art does not emerge from theory. The
natural tendency to play and to explore
coupled with the necessity to deal with
deep seated psychological problems is the
raison d’être of the creative act.”

Early on, Gross made extensive notes
on art history, including lists meticulously
recording the dates of artists, juxtaposed
with the dates of historical events, political
developments, philosophers, and starting
in the Renaissance, including the name of
composers, poets, scientists and dates of
their discoveries.

“We know what art can turn into when
it becomes propaganda. It is possible to
make sociopolitical statements as an
artist, as long as the work can hold its own
as a formal entity. It is very difficult, but it
has been done.”
“The working artist is never resting, always seeking, and demanding things from
himself. He sells pictures, but in his studio,
he is always an amateur,“ for the “dissatisfaction we feel with our last picture sends
us into the next picture.”

More revealing comments come from
his mature years. Lecture notes have survived that reveal Sidney Gross’ thoughts
on art. What follows is from his notes in
the Archives of the Art Students League,
most from a two part symposium he gave
on Color in 1968, shortly before his death.

“In our age, the artist no longer “necessarily aim[s] to please the customer.”
“It takes a layman twenty years to
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catch up with what a painter is doing.”

found there … The space that isn’t objective becomes the important space in Oriental art … They are concerned with the
silences.

“The editor louses up the writer’s manuscript, the maniacal conductor louses up
the musician’s masterpiece, but nobody
touches the artist’s picture!”

“To think of painting as an end in itself
involved a new conception of the whole
function of painting, what art was groping
for and what was discovered, ended at
least in our time with the cubism of Picasso, the improvisations of Kandinsky and
the neoplasticism of Mondrian. With the
addition of Klee and Miro we have the
foundation for almost everything that has
happened since.”

On Artists: Classical &
Modern
“The artists working from the 15th to
the 20th century in the West, were distinguished from each other by their subjective vision — by the way they distorted elements in the objective world to meet their
private needs. Goya, El Greco, Tintoretto
and Grunewald are all dealing with illusionism. If their work had been photographic and not expressive, they would
not be so uniquely different from one another.
Andre Malraux wrote in the "Voices of Silence" that in the vast history of art, only four
hundred years of western art cast ;shadows.
The artist in these centuries was preoccupied
mainly with a mimetic reproduction of the
world around him. He used the science of
perspective, high lights, middle grays and
deep darks to render in a sculptural fashion the
objective world. Color was mainly what we
call local, that is the color of the object.

“Picasso is so direct. If he wants to pull
a window shade down, he pulls it down.”
“A critic said Matisse’s paintings look
like they were done by a 6 year old and
Matisse was … flattered.”
“Even today, we have the Guggenheim
Museum mounting a recent show, called
"Gauguin and the Decorative Tradition”.
Whether or not they meant to deprecate
the art shown, by labeling someone like
Matisse, decorative, I do not know, but I
do know that most students, laymen, and
teachers of art history would regard It that
way.”
“Color has a life of its own in the twentieth century, since some of the major contemporary movements have been non-objective. The artists have been able to explore the magic of color as a non-descriptive factor, as a thing in itself. Color used
this way creates a space.”
“It is a testament to a painter like Klee,
who produced nine-thousand pictures and
created a tremendously complicated visual

“Bonnard was a great academic
draftsman and his naiveté was deliberate.”
“Before the turn of our century eastern
art, especially Japanese, had begun to
influence artists like Lautrec, Gauguin and
Van Gogh, and as a result led inevitably to
a re-evaluation of the illusionistic space of
western art.”
“Good art of the West is coming out of
Oriental art and the signs and symbols
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world, without ever losing his identity.”

know what all the furor was about; they
seemed to him now very controlled, lyrical
and beautiful, almost like an old master …
Who seems closer to the physiological
world - Jackson Pollock or Andrew
Wyeth?”
“De Kooning does the hide and seek
painting. Rauschenberg uses a complex
series of elements, and Kelly uses a minimal solution. Both get a solution and
that’s the important thing.”

“Albers in his Homage to the Square
series makes use of a single motif — a
series of squares overlapping each other,
and by using chromatic arrangements of
color (tints and shades from a single hue)
and moving them into situations of simultaneous contrast (that will be demonstrated later), he is able to get an incredible
and seemingly infinite number of perceptual solutions that are intriguing, spare,
and profound.”

“The line between fine and commercial
art is no longer drawn. Pop art did this.”
“As artists we respond to the creative,
revolutionary achievements of Kandinsky
and Mondrian, which led to the paintings
of, let us say, Pollock, De Kooning, [Mark]
Tobey and [Hans] Kartung, as against, for
example, [Burgoyne] Diller, [Fritz] Glarner
and the currently fashionable systemic
and hard-edge painters.”

“The artist often anticipates certain aspects of reality that are later developed by
science. If we think of the improvi-sations
of Kandinsky, the automatist continuums
of surrealism; mainly in the work of Andre
Masson, the random experiments of Arp,
and the early drip paintings of Hans Hoffman, you have an indication of the climate
that eventually produced Jackson Pollock.
“Jackson Pollock’s … work [was] vilified as random nonsense, schizophrenic,
alienated from reality. Life Magazine called
him ‘Jack the Dripper’. His major work, the
big open-ended continuums, are now familiar to every art student, and are going
into all the major museums of the world at
fantastic prices. A friend of mine, at a recent exhibition of his work, said he didn't

It is ironic, perhaps, to note that three
of the artists Gross cited in the last passage have fallen into relative obscurity
over the years. His and all of our human
mortality and the very fleeting nature of his
own legacy echo in something he said
during that lecture given in his final
months:

“The air in this room is overcrowded compared to the emptiness
which we call a lectern and on which my arms are resting … This is
the nature of reality.”
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“The composition offers a bramble of slashes in black paint – evoking the action
paintings of Franz Kline – against a background of classically Mid Century colors –
mustards, mossy greens, dove grays, mauves. There are moments of dripping paint
that appear fresh and lively, as if they're still in the process of drying decades after its
creation, and brushstrokes brimming with verve and energy. With its surprising palate
and dynamic composition, this painting embodies the qualities that discerning
collectors of first rate abstract expressionist works absolutely adore.”
High Style Deco Gallery, New York, 2019
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Sidney Gross is listed in Who Is Who in the East, Who Is
Who in America annually 1957 to 1967, Who Is Who in American Art 1948 to 1969, and in Who Was Who in American
Art. Essays about him appear in Master Paintings from the Butler Museum, Catalog of the Whitney Collection, and Permanent
Collection of the Wichita Art Museum, Jewish Artists by Jon
Catagno, American Paintings of Today, MOMA, as well as in
exhibition catalogs of museums and solo shows, and a more
recently in a monograph for an exhibit in the 1990s. Reviews
and illustrations appeared in Art News, Art Digest, Arts Magazine, American Art, and most of the then almost a dozen New
York area newspapers, and recently in The Jewish Museum’s
Culture and Continuity: The Jewish Journey, July 14, 2011present. An earlier version of this monograph was published as
a print monograph in 2007.
Unless otherwise noted, illustrations are taken from the Gross Estate Slide
collection taken by Hiram H. Heeler which belong to the author.
All of quotations, not otherwise identified, were from original source
material in the Art Students League Archives, which included a working
copy of his 1995 lecture on Color, and now in the collection of the author.
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Notes on this Monograph
It’s hard to present an artist’s work fairly dependent largely on the
public record which remains after his death, in Sidney’s case, far too soon.
We hope that those who stumble upon this obscure monograph, who may
have known Sidney or can provide additional insight into his work will
share your information or pictures. We’d love to start a dialogue, and we
will continue to add to this biography on the web, where we will update
credits on any of the paintings included. Please feel free to quote from this
monograph, but please give credit.
In the earlier print version of this biography, some of the illustrations
were from over 200 slides Sidney Gross paintings from his estate. We
assume that all or most of them were sold. We have gathered from several
sources another 100 or so photographs of paintings, and a good number
of original sketches.
Unfortunately, few of the many newspapers and journals of the period
have digitized their archives, so we are indebted to the New York Times,
the Archives of American Art at the Smithsonian, and particularly to Julian
Russo, curator of the Art Students League. Also of great help were former
students of the artist, acquaintances of his second wife Juliana PennGross, Sue Spiegelman, the stepdaughter of his last wife, Elaine Gross,
Elaine’s nephew Joel August, and his niece Laura Kaufman. Elaine’s
generous donation of letters and documents to the Art Students League
were critical to understanding this thoughtful and brilliant artist. Finally, I
thank Geoffrey Fleming, then Director of the Southold Historical Society,
now Director of the Huntington Museum of Art, in Huntington, West
Virginia for locating many of the paintings, years of partnership and help in
research, and from whom I purchased my first painting by Sidney Gross,
about whom, at the time, I knew nothing.
We beg indulgence for the condensations and interpretations of
Gross’s own words. As Sidney said, “The editor louses up the writer’s
manuscript” and that goes double for the artist’s work.

Leonard & Gail Davenport
Visit our website: http://www.lsdart.com/
And please share any correction, additions and other insights to the
life and art of Sidney Gross by emailing me at LSDArt@mac.com.
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Solo Shows
Contemporary Art Gallery, - NYC
1945-1959
Tirca Karlis Gallery, Provincetown - 1960,
1962
Frank Rehn Gallery, NYC - 1949, 1950,
1951, 1953, 1954, 1956, 1958, 1959,
1960, 1961, 1963, 1965, 1967, 1969,
memorial 1972
Pinchpenny Gallery - Essex Ct
1959,1985?

Seasons Gallery, The Hague, The
Netherlands - 1977
David David Gallery, Philadelphia 1991
Kaleidodscope Gallery, Sagamore, MA
1992
Gertrude Stein Gallery - 2000
Davenport & Fleming Gallery - 2007
Memorial exhibits in New York City, Baltimore, and Providence, RI.

Permanent Collections
Albright-Knox Art Gallery
Allentown Museum of Art - 1967
American Academy of Arts & Letters Childe Hassam Fund - 2 paintings
Art Students League of NY
Baltimore Museum of Art - (2) 1961, 1962
Block Museum (Northwestern) - 1996
Brandeis University - (2)1958, 1971
Butler Institute of American Art - 1953,
1961, 2004
Walter P. Chrysler Museum - 1960
Colby College - 1958
Columbia University - 1962
Cornell University - 1958
Corcoran Gallery of Art - 1961
Israel Museum of Art - Jerusalem - 1965
Guus Maris Collection
James Michner Collection - University of
Texas - 1967
Lempert Institute - 20 paintings purchased 1948-52
Morgan State College (2) - 1961, 1962
Muscarelle Museum of Art (College of
William & Mary)
New York University
Norfolk Museum of Art

Oklahoma Art Center - 1968
Philbrook Art Center - 1966
Provincetown Art Museum - (3) 1969,
1985, 1989
Princeton Museum - before 1953
Mt. Holyhoke University - 1950
Michigan State University (2) - 1960,1966
Norfolk Museum 1963
Riverside Museum (4) - 1959, 1963,
1966. 1971
Standard Financial Corporation (3) 1958, 1959, 1960
Smithsonian American Art (3) 1975
Syracuse University (2) - 1963, 1965
Washington Gallery of Modern Art - 1962
Whitney Museum (3) - 1945, 1946, 1955
Walker Art Center 1948?
Witchita Art Museum - 1987
University of Georgia - 1949
University of Illinois (2) - 1949, 1962
University of Omaha - 1951
University of Maryland 1965
University of Rochester - 1966
Date entered in collection. Painting may no
longer be in the collection or the institution
may have since closed.
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Invitational Exhibits
Pennsylvania Academy of Art - multiple exhibits
beginning 1945 and when he was a student
Carnegie Museum of Art - multiple exhibits beginning 1945
Whitney Museum - multiple exhibits beginning
1945
Armory Show - 1945
Brooklyn Museum - 1945
Pepsi Cola Traveling Exhibit - 1945, 1946
Frank Rehn Gallery, NYC - 1946-1970s
Corcoran Museum of Art - multiple exhibits, including biennials 1953-63
Jewish Museum, NYC
University of Nebraska
National Academy of Design - 1946, 1948
Toledo Museum of Art - 1947
Audubon Artists - annually from 1947-67
Milwaukee Art Institute - 1946, 1951
Minneapolis Art Institute - 1946
Federation of Modern Painters & Sculptors - annually from1947-67
Albright Art Gallery - 1947, 49, 1951
Museum of Modern Art - 1949, 1959, 1961
Hallmark Traveling Exhibit - 1949
Institute of Contemporary Art• Corcoran
Gallery • Los Angelos County Museum City Art
Museum of St. Louis • W. R. Nelson Gallery,
Kansas City • Des Moines Art Center • Detroit
Institute of Arts • Isaac Delgado Museum, New
Orleans • Carnegie Institute • Albright Art
Gallery, Buffalo • Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha •
Milwaukee Art Institute • Wildenstein Gallery Virginia Museum of Fine Arts - 1949
University of Illinois - 1949
Metropolitan Museum of Art - 1950
Hallmark - National Tour - 1950-51
American Academy of Arts & Letters - 1951, 1955,
1958

Institute of Contemporary Art Boston - 1951
Nelson Gallery - 1951
Detroit Institute of Art - 1951
Des Moines Art Center - 1951
Isaac Delgado Museum - 1951
Montclair Art Museum - 1951
Hallmark - European tour - 1952
Butler Institute of American Art - beginning 1953
Joslyn Art Museum - 1954
Brazil - Contemporary Arts - 1956
Riverside Museum - multiple since 1957
American Federation of Arts - 1958-60
Zabriskie Gallery, NYC 1958
Puerto Rico - 1959
Art USA - 1958, 1959

Provincetown Art Association - 1961-1963
Boston Museum of Fine Arts
Washington Gallery of MA - 1962, 1966
YMHA &YWHA of Elizabeth - 1963
Poindexter Gallery - 1963
Worlds Fair - NYC Museums & Art Pavilion 1964
National Institute of Arts & Letters - 1967
Artists for SEDF - 1967
Maryland Arts Council at the Peale Museum - 1968
(then travelled throughout the state)
Baltimore Museum of Art Invitational - 1968
Art Expo/New York - GIN gallery - 1980
Hillstrom Museum of Art, MN - 2007
L.I. Museum at Stony Brook, NY - 2008
Davenport & Fleming, Southold, NY - 2010
Gilbert Pavilion Gallery - 2011
Davenport & Shapiro Fine Art, East Hampton, NY
2012-13
James E. Lewis Museum of Arts - 2017
The Quoque Gallery - 2017
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1966 - ‘Solar Shot’ 36x30
collection of Adrian Angyalosy
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